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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, I propose a study of Toni Morrison's novels with attention to her 
fictional representations of African-American communities. I demonstrate how she 
contests constructions of a homogeneous American communal identity through 
representations of diverse African-American experiences. Further, I examine the 
processes of communal identification depicted in her work. Some literary critics have 
analyzed Morrison's representations of community as either a hindrance or a help in 
the development of individual characters. But, because Morrison's communities are 
situated in different regions and decades, and formed under different circumstances, 
my study of her novels involves an exploration into how, why, and where these 
communities are formed with attention to space, place, history, and function. I argue 
that the communal spaces, places, and identities in the novels The Bluest Eye, Sula, 
and Paradise are constructed by, and out of, social interactions. I also demonstrate 
how communal identity is a process, not a product, and how it is consistently and 
continually subject to the forces of history, culture, and power. This particular 
perspective on identity demands an acknowledgment of the past and how it informs the 
present, but it also demands a recognition of the ways in which communities are 
constructed relationally. I also explore the significance of history, memory, and 
storytelling in Jazz, Tar Baby, and Beloved. I point to how these elements are vital to 
processes of healing and how they are important to the survival of her varied 
communities. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Now that Afro-American artistic presence has been 'discovered' 
actually to exist, now that serious scholarship has moved from 
silencing the witnesses and erasing their meaningful place in and 
contribution to American ettltttre, tt ts--no-longer aeceptabte meFefy to 
imagine us and imagine. for us . ... We are the subjects of our own 
narrative, witnesses to and participants in our O"M1 experience, and, 
in no way coincidentally, in the experience of those with whom we 
have come in contact. 
(Toni Morrison, "Unspeakable Things Unspoken" 8-9) 
Along with many other African-American writers, Toni Morrison is actively 
engaged in current political, cultural , social, and academic concerns regarding "race" 
and representation. The latter quotation, a passage from The Tanner Lecture on 
Human Values presented in 1988, accurately describes Morrison's interest in the 
literary imagination, participatory narratives, and representations of lived experiences. 
The words "us," "we," and "our own experience" signal her position and experience as 
writer, reader, critic, and African-American in the United States. Her usage of such 
terms implies an address to a certain collective, a community of listeners and/or 
readers who are either in the same position or have similar concerns about literary 
1 
representations of African-American experiences. Frustrated by the ways in which the 
presence of African-Americans and African-American cultural experiences have been 
historically trivial ized, marginalized, and silenced by literary discourse, Morrison 
advocates for imaginative literature and "serious scholarship" on the matters of "race," 
representation, and racial experience. 1 
Dwight McBride articulates the difference between the terms "race" and "racial experience" in his 
analysis of Toni Morrison' s essay "Unspeakable Things Unspoken." He states, "not only do 
Afiican-Americans have racial experience, but white Americans do as well" (770) . However, the 
"'experience' of ' race' for whites and for people of color is different" (767). He also points to 
how experience determines, and is determined by, racialized discourse. In other words, by writing 
il 
2 
For some time, feminist, literary, and cultural critics and theorists have 
problematized categories such as woman, man, race, and experience, and have 
demonstrated that they cannot simply be essential ized. Essentialism is commonly 
defined as a belief in the real , true, irreducible, unchanging, invariable, and fixed 
essence of people or things (Diana Fuss 2). Constructionism, usually defined in 
opposition to essentialism, insists that essence itself is an historical construction. 
Because of its emphasis on the mediating power of language, constructionism 
destabilizes categories like woman, man, "race," and experience and demonstrates 
how they are constructed both discursively and relationally. Consequently, when 
something is shown to be constructed, as opposed to something which is fixed, or 
irreducible, movements toward change are made possible. This poststructuralist 
understanding, with an emphasis on language, complicates the notion that there is a 
black "essence," a black "community," or a black "race." For example, writers such as 
Barbara Jeanne Fields and Henry Louis Gates Jr. recognize the historical, political, and 
social construction of the term "race." They acknowledge that "race" is neither an 
element of human biology, nor is it even an idea; rather, it is an ideology. Fields 
suggests that "race" as an ideology served to justify slavery in the United States for 
both political and economic reasons. However, because it came into being for 
historical reasons, it is also "subject to change for similar reasons" (Fields 101 ). 
Likewise, Gates explains that the usage of the term "race" is metaphorical. Primarily 
used as a term of categorization or classification, to point to so-called "natural" 
about African-American experiences in a predominantly white society, while at the same time 
pointing to the racialized discourses that constitute those experiences, McBride argues that 
Morrison addresses the problems of racism. 
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differences, "race" describes and inscribes differences that mask or mystify forms of 
oppression. His political and academic interest lies in deconstructing and revealing the 
"hidden relations of power and knowledge inherent in popular and academic usages of 
'race"' ("Writing 'Race' and the Difference it Makes" 6). 
Similarly, bell hooks, feminist theorist and cultural critic, seeks to unmask 
racialized discourse in order to point to prevalent racism and to the increasing social 
and economic oppression of African-Americans. Hooks' writing is primarily a 
combination of story-telling and recollections of personal experiences, and she asserts 
that one strategy of resistance to further colonization and racist forces is to write both 
creative and non-fictional works that critique essentialist notions of a black "essence." 
This critique demands a certain recognition of the ways in which "class mobility has 
altered collective black experience so that racism does not necessarily have the same 
impact" ("Postmodern Blackness" 425). Hooks states, however, that among African-
Americans there is an unwillingness to critique essentialism. She asserts that this 
reluctance to critique a black "essence," a black "community'' or a black "race" is based 
on the fear that it will result in a loss of culture and specific historical experiences 
unique to African-Americans. In response to this fear, hooks suggests that while it is 
necessary to critique essentialism, it is also important to emphasize the significance of 
"the authority of experience" (426). It is imperative to recognize the ways in which 
African-American identities have been "specifically constituted in the experience of 
exile and struggle," and hooks maintains that these identity struggles are multiple and 
diverse and must not be categorized as either "nationalist or assimilationist, black-
identified or white-identified" (426). Critiquing essentialism challenges notions of 
I 
universality, or a stereotypical "authentic" black identity, by pointing to, and affirming, 
multiple black identities and varied black experiences. 
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These concerns about the importance of the diversity of African-American 
identities, experiences, and histories are also evident in Toni Morrison's many lectures, 
interviews, and critical non-fiction work. For example, in Playing In the Dark: 
Whiteness and the Literary Imagination, Morrison challenges the notion that "race" is a 
"natural" category of personal identity. She asserts that "race" has become 
metaphorical. In other words, the term has been used, and continues to be used, as a 
way to refer to and disguise "forces, events, classes, and expressions of social decay 
and economic division" (63). Morrison demonstrates how "race" has been socially 
constructed to point to differences and how racialized discourse perpetuates racism. 
As a writer, Morrison struggles "with and through a language that can powerfully evoke 
and enforce hidden signs of racial superiority, cultural hegemony, and dismissive 
'othering' of people" (x). She argues that over time American literary scholars have 
ignored the construction of "whiteness" and "blackness," and because literary 
scholarship has been the preserve of a white, male elite, it has ignored the relationship 
between these constructions. Morrison is interested in a "certain set of assumptions 
accepted among literary historians and critics and circulated as 'knowledge"' (4). This 
knowledge holds that the American literary canon is comprised of literature that is 
uninformed by, and free of, the presence of African-Americans in America. 
Furthermore, such a "knowledge" implies that what it is to be "American," or 
"Americanness" in general , has somehow been characterized through literature as 
separate from, unaccountable, and unanswerable to this presence (5). 
~~~~~~~~----------------~ , 
While Morrison's lectures and essays articulate how racial experience is 
represented through, and by, racialized discourse in literature, I am interested in the 
ways her fictional representations of diverse African-American experiences contest 
constructions of a homogeneous American communal identity. Furthermore, I am also 
interested in how her depictions of various communities in her novels, their histories, 
functions, and identities, also challenge the notion that there is something called the 
black community. For, as my study indicates, Morrison's fictional communities cannot 
simply be essentialized; they are varied and their identities are diverse. 
5 
In recent years, critical literary scholarship situates Toni Morrison's fictional work 
within one of a few contexts. For example, Trudier Harris demonstrates Morrison's use 
of black cultural traditions and folklore; Barbara Hill Rigney focuses on how gender 
shapes Morrison's fiction; others, such as Marilyn Sanders Mobley and Denise Heinze, 
view Morrison's fiction as comparable to "the great" American and European canonical 
works by William Faulkner, Virginia Woolf, and James Joyce; and still others, such as 
Doreatha Drummond Mbalia, point to Morrison's use of mythical and archetypal figures 
and her application of "universal" thematics (Malin LaVon Walther 782). While past 
and current research on Morrison's work combines these and other critical approaches, 
I approach Morrison's novels with attention to the complex interactions involved in the 
construction, function, identity, and history of her diverse representations of 
communities. 
On numerous occasions, friends, students, and teachers alike have questioned 
my interest in Toni Morrison's literary representations of the construction of 
communities. Many of them wonder why a northern, Anglo-Canadian female student, 
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such as myself, is compelled to study literary depictions of historical and contemporary 
African-American communal experiences. My response to the inquiries have varied 
from direct expressions of my self-evident passion for Morrison's writing style, to long 
discussions on her complex story-lines and descriptive character development. 
However, my interest primarily lies in the complex negotiations involved in the 
construction of both individual and communal identities. My study of Morrison's work 
points to how communal identity is a process, not a product, and how it is consistently 
and continually subject to the impacts of history, culture, and power. The partial and 
provisional nature of this type of identity demands a recognition of the ways in which 
communities are continually constructed relationally, but it also demands a recognition 
of the past and how it informs the present and future survival of community. In other 
words, communal identities are the "names we give to the different ways we are 
positioned by, and position ourselves within, the narratives of the past" (Stuart Hall 
394). My study of Morrison's novels focuses on how her fictional communities are 
imagined and constructed. Furthermore, I explore how storytelling and remembering 
play a part in their survival. 
In Chapter One, I argue that Morrison's fictional communities in The Bluest Eye. 
Sula, and Paradise are imagined and constructed out of a response and resistance to 
oppressive social relations. Drawing on both Anthony P. Cohen's study on the 
symbolic construction of community, and Benedict Anderson's work on formations of 
distinctive communal identities, I discuss how, in all three novels, the spaces, places, 
and boundaries these communities construct differ. However, whether or not they are 
metaphorical or geographical, I argue that the boundaries these community members 
7 
construct are put in place out of a desire for improved social and economic conditions. 
By consulting the work of feminist geographers Doreen Massey and Linda McDowell , I 
further explore how communal spaces and places are constructed by, and out of, social 
interactions inside and outside the community. Regardless of the autonomy each 
community has achieved, the various community members in these novels are 
confronted with different forms of power which undermine their collective identity and, 
ultimately, their survival as communities. For example, in The Bluest Eye, the African-
American members of Lorain, Ohio, are subject to powerful, dominant discourses on 
physical beauty and class. In Sula, the members of the Bottom tolerate Sula Peace 
and Shadrack, but they define themselves in opposition to these marginal members 
because they are threatened by Shadrack's "madness," and Sula's independence. In 
Paradise, the community of Ruby has memorialized its history, and its members are 
intimidated by the women of the Convent and take extreme measures to protect their 
communal identity. Informed by Stuart Hall's essay "Cultural Identity and Diaspora," I 
explore the dangers involved in attempting to define communal identity as fixed, 
immutable, and unchanging, and point to the importance of viewing such an identity as 
a production or process that is ongoing and subject to change. 
In Chapter Two, I point to how history, memory, and storytelling function in the 
construction, identity, and survival of Morrison's fictional communities. In the novels 
Jazz, Tar Baby, and Beloved, Morrison makes visible diverse African-American 
communal experiences, historical and contemporary, and points to the importance of 
recognizing, remembering, and reinterpreting the past in order to survive in the present. 
Many of Morrison's characters have been culturally and geographically displaced. 
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Along with past traumas, some of these characters are confronted with the dominant 
culture's racist attitudes and social expectations that make it difficult to restore cultural 
and communal bonds. Informed by Morrison's own writings on the functions of 
storytelling, and her many interviews on the subject of reclaiming history and memory, I 
explore how her characters attempt to reconstruct their identities by remembering their 
pasts, negotiating in their present lives, and reconnecting to their communities. In my 
discussion of Jazz, I explore how the members of Harlem, during the early part of the 
twentieth century, struggle to survive in a consumer-driven and materialistic 
environment, and I discuss how these members, specifically Violet Trace, succumb to 
economic and social pressures. Violet becomes alienated from her community, and 
part of her recovery involves remembering her traumatic past and sharing her stories 
with other community members. In my discussion of Tar Baby, I look at Son Green's 
conception of community and how his nostalgia complicates his present and future 
relationships. Many of the characters in this novel are disconnected from community 
and memory, and they struggle to achieve agency. Communal connections are vital for 
the characters in Beloved. This novel is primarily about slavery and its aftermath, but I 
explore how the reconstruction of identity is made possible through remembering and 
reinterpreting a traumatic past, and how storytelling provides a way to make meaning 
from, and even understanding, the relationship to that past. 
CHAPTER ONE: 
SPACE, PLACE, AND IDENTITY: COMMUNAL RELATIONS, HISTORIES, 
AND BOUNDARIES 
I was interested in making the town, the community, the 
neighborhood, as strong a character as I could. My 
tendency is to focus on neighborhoods and communities. 
And the community, the black community ... it had seemed to 
me ... was always there, only we called it the "neighborhood." 
(Toni Morrison quoted in Stepo 378-379) 
Community plays a significant role in all of Toni Morrison's novels. From the 
community of women in Beloved who reach out to Sethe by exorcizing her dead child, 
to the members of "the Bottom" in Sula who acknowledge their oppression and act to 
end it, to the Harlem residents in Jazz who battle dislocation and isolation with acts of 
passion, to the members of Ruby in Paradise who resort to violence because of their 
fear of erasure, Morrison's fictional communities have specific social and political 
functions. In one of her many interviews, Morrison states that community is "'both a 
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support system and a hammer at the same time"' (quoted in Harding & Martin 90). This 
dual function of community both "fosters and restricts its members, for survival depends 
on one's conformity to group values as well as individual development" (90). This 
particular view of the function of community is useful if one is interested only in 
determining the effects of communal life on the individual. I want to argue that a study 
of the functions of Morrison's diverse fictional communities does not have to be limited 
to individual conformity and/or resistance to community. These communities do not 
serve as mere "backdrops" to her main characters' quests for individual identities, nor 
10 
do they take "center stage" as a "chorus" singing the praises of village values.1 Rather, 
their identities, played out in their social and political functions, are directly related to 
the diverse spaces, places, and boundaries they construct which are, in turn, prone to 
the impacts of culture, history, and power. 
Why are both space and place important to a study of Toni Morrison's fictional 
communities? Among other things, Morrison's novels point to complex economic, 
racial, and national struggles of African-American communities living in a country that 
privileges a white, middle-class majority. From the traumatic effects of slavery in 
Beloved, to the perceived promise of economic stability during the Great Migration 
alluded to in Jazz, to the racial unification during the Civil Rights Movement mentioned 
in Paradise, Morrison's novels provide an historical map of varied, yet particular, 
individual and communal experiences of African-Americans in the United States: "As a 
matter of fact, there seems to be a remapping of the American landscape in Morrison's 
fiction that bypasses obvious landmarks and weaves through the country undiscovered 
unofficial routes" (Harding & Martin 89). 
Morrison's communities vary in space, place, history, and function; however, 
they are constructed, in part, out of a response and resistance to racist oppression, for 
Morrison makes visible the influences of colonization on and within her black 
communities. The sites of such oppression are diverse and are located in different time 
periods. Furthermore, the spaces and specific places these communities occupy, 
whose boundaries may be physical but also symbolic, point to the historical marginality 
Kathleen O'Shaughnessy, for example, argues that "the community as a formal chorus is an 
important element in Toni Morrison' s fiction," and that Morrison' s "ultimate aim is to reach a 
community of readers and involve her audience as participants" (125). 
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of African-American people in a predominantly white society which values and 
privileges European informed cultures: "Whereas Western society is delimited by the 
boundaries of national territory or civilized settlement, the black community is shaped 
by racial barriers erected by the dominant group" (Harding & Martin 88). Morrison, 
however, is not interested in depicting the black, or the African-American community for 
this implies a homogeneity that just does not exist. Rather, her depictions contest such 
a universalizing gesture. Morrison's communities vary in their location, construction, 
history, and function from novel to novel and, therefore, in their identities. 
The word "community" is often used to point to a group of people who have 
something in common: locality, values, beliefs, religion, history. These common 
elements "distinguish [group members] in a significant way from the members of other 
putative groups" (A.P. Cohen 12). In other words, although "community" suggests 
solidarity, commonality, collectivity, and inclusivity, "it is as much about difference as it 
is about similarity and identity'' (Paul Gilroy 415). The word denotes a relational idea for 
it is used to express a distinction between one group and another. The boundary is "the 
element which embodies this sense of discrimination" (Cohen 12). Boundaries may be 
physical and constituted by geography. They may also be national, racial, linguistic, 
religious, or economic; others may be simply in the minds of their beholders: "The 
boundary may be perceived in rather different terms, not only by people on opposite 
sides of it, but also by people on the same side" (12). Boundaries mark the beginning 
and the end of a given community, and give it an identity. Indeed, they "encapsulate the 
identity of the community and, like the identity of an individual , [are] called into being by 
the exigencies of social interaction" (12) . 
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Boundaries, in other words, are imagined and created, and given meanings, 
which are then interpreted, in order to give communities a certain identity that 
distinguishes them from other groups. Although Benedict Anderson focuses primarily 
on nationalistic formations, his analysis in Imagined Communities addresses how 
communities formulate or imagine their own distinctive identities. Communities are 
"imagined" entities because the members "will never know most of their fellow 
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of 
their communion" (6) . This sense of communion, with regard to Morrison's fictional 
communities for instance, may indeed be based in a common racial oppression. 
However, I will argue that the degree to which her individual characters and, in some 
cases, entire communities experience that oppression indeed varies, and is related to 
space and place. Secondly, communities are imagined as limited because "even the 
largest of them ... have finite, if elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other 
[communities]" (7). In other words, the community exists in relationship with the "other," 
and is imagined and defined by what it is not through an allocation of boundaries. 
However, boundaries bend and flex and, furthermore, as Morrison's fictional 
communities attest, "others" may and can exist within these boundaries. Finally, 
communities are imagined because "regardless of the actual inequality and exploitation 
that may prevail in each," they are "always conceived as a deep, horizontal 
comradeship" (7). Morrison challenges this notion of "horizontal comradeship" in the 
depiction of her fictional communities. With the exception of the community of women 
who live in the Convent in Paradise, all of Morrison's community members are racially 
and/or nationally identified. However, despite her characters' racial and national 
affiliations and their shared oppression, various forms of inequality and exploitation 
dispel notions of comradeship and create hierarchies within communities. In The 
Bluest Eye for example, class boundaries that are formed between African-American 
members of Lorain, Ohio, complicate a sense of comradery; in Sula, communal 
identification is constructed in opposition to marginal members; and in Paradise, the 
problems of unification through separatism, based on racial histories and their 
interpretations, point to the significance of class and gender power. 
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Anderson is careful to explain his use of the term "imagined." He does not want 
to suggest that an imagined community is one which does not exist. Nor does he want 
to imply that there is a "true" or "real" type of community. Rather, he clearly articulates 
that "communities are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the 
style in which they are imagined" (6). Anderson's historical analysis proves useful for a 
study of Toni Morrison's fictional communities. How are her communities imagined and 
identified? How are the spaces they occupy constructed and organized, how are the 
meanings of communal places interpreted, and what are the boundaries? 
In recent years, the concepts of space and place have been the subject of many 
studies in the social sciences and the humanities. Along with an interest in current 
national, regional, and local trends worldwide, many different studies include "the 
impact of migration and the development of diasporic identities, ... the effects of global 
communications on local cultures," and "the production and symbolism of imagined or 
spectacular places" (Linda McDowell 1 ). But, space and place are often misconstrued. 
For example, when we think of space, we often think of that which is empty and 
timeless, a static dimension waiting to be filled. When we conceive of place, we tend to 
14 
imagine it as "bounded, as in various ways a site of authenticity, as singular, fixed and 
unproblematic in its identity" (Doreen Massey 5). However, spaces and places are not 
absolute locations, but are dynamic and formed out of social relations, rather than a 
result of such. In other words, the spaces communities imagine and construct, and the 
particular meanings they give to places and boundaries, are constituted by and out of 
social interactions with each other and with those "outside." The ways in which spaces 
and places are constructed, and given meanings, are attempts at communal 
identification: "The organization of space, in the sense of devising, channelling and 
controlling social interactions, and the construction of places, in the sense of known 
and definable areas, is a key way in which groups and collectivities create a shared, 
particular and distinctive identity" (McDowell 2). Although spaces and places are 
exclusive, in that they "define themselves and their inhabitants as 'different from'," the 
meaning of place varies "depending on the age, class, gender, status and point of view 
of its occupants" (2). In like manner, communal identities, which are linked to space 
and place, are always and consistently subject to change. The ways in which spaces 
are organized and the ways in which places are constructed, known, and defined are 
complicated by culture, history, gender, and power. 
Morrison's fictional communities are no different. Morrison's first novel, The 
Bluest Eye, published in 1969, is set in the small town of Lorain, Ohio, in the early 
1940's where the black community is "in constant physical contact with white society" 
(Harding & Martin 88). Not unlike a lot of small, north-western towns in this era, Lorain 
offers its black community members a certain amount of economic stability through 
wage labor: a welcome change from conditions in the south. This northern space 
15 
"mirrors perhaps one of the greatest beliefs in black communities during and after 
slavery - that the North is a freer place for black people economically and socially" . 
(Trudier Harris 68). Regardless of how "free" the black community members feel after 
their migration from the south to the north, the narrator, Claudia MacTeer, describes 
their shared "hunger for property, for ownership" in a place where a "peripheral 
existence . . . was something [they] had learned to deal with" (Morrison, The Bluest Eye 
18, 17). The black community is separated from white society by "borders that are in 
part topographical - inscribed in space - and also in part psychological - inscribed in the 
characters' consciousness" (Harding & Martin 88). The young narrator acknowledges 
her position as an African-American on the margins of a predominantly white, middle-
class society, and she also clarifies the limited options of survival in such a position: 
"Being a minority in both caste and class, we moved about . . . on the hem of life, 
struggling to consolidate our weaknesses and hang on, or to creep singly up into the 
major folds of the garment" (BE 17, emphasis added). 2 
This peripheral experience is one that is constituted by struggle and, as Claudia 
points out, the ways in which such struggles are dealt with, vary. She makes a 
distinction between the strategies of survival on the periphery: she differentiates 
between a collective action, "hanging on," and an individual quest, "creeping singly." 
2 
Life as a "garment" is an apt metaphor for a story about one young girl' s devastating obsession 
with her physical appearance. Pecola Breedlove' s wish for blue eyes stems from a desire to be 
seen as beautiful. However, this type of physical beauty is gendered and racialized as it is one 
prescribed by the dominant white culture and manifested in Hollywood images. Pecola' s 
contempt for her appearance is informed by discourses cultivated by a white middle-class 
majority. Morrison articulates it best in the afterword when she states that The Bluest Eye 
addresses "the damaging internalization of assumptions of immutable inferiority originating in an 
outside gaze" (21 0). 
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Although many of the characters in this novel are migrants from the south, and have 
experienced racist oppression under the conditions of slavery and its aftermath, their 
lives in the north are complicated by feelings of dislocation. The migration process 
"accelerated the separation of families and friends as it removed them farther from 
whatever common culture existed in the rural South" (Jane Kuenz 3). Some of the 
characters who feel "isolated from their past and alienated in their present" (3) succumb 
to new social expectations and economic pressures, and others look for ways to resist 
such pressure and further oppression. 
Mrs. McTeer, Claudia's mother, represents those community members who 
strive to hang on collectively. In order to both supplement the family's income and help 
out in the neighborhood, she takes in boarders. During a discussion about Mr. Henry, 
the McTeers' new boarder, Claudia and her sister, Frieda, surrounded by adult 
conversation, are slowly educated in communal responsibility, community values, and 
gossip. 3 These discussions serve as an introduction into communal life for these girls, 
and although they do not understand the meanings of the words, they can detect the 
emotional intensity that is conveyed: 
Their conversation is like a gently wicked dance: sound meets 
sound, curtsies, shimmies, and retires. Another sound enters but 
is upstaged by still another: the two circle each other and stop. 
Sometimes their words move in lofty spirals; other times they 
take strident leaps, and all of it is punctuated with warm-pulsed 
3 
Mrs. McTeer and her friends discuss Della Jones' s cheating husband, her senility, her sister' s 
selfish concern, and "crazy" aunt Julia ffiE 12-15). 
17 
laughter . .. the thrust of their emotions is always clear to Frieda 
and me. (BE 15) 
Although Mrs. McTeer is somewhat ruthless in her gossip about her neighbors, she is 
willing to help them out. For example, she takes the young Pecola Breedlove into her 
home when Cholly Breedlove is sent to jail for assaulting his wife and setting their 
house on fire. Even though she rambles on at times about running a "charity ward," she 
is ultimately "willing to do what [she] can for folks" (24, 25). 
The black members of Lorain imagine and construct their community based on 
hopes for more stable economic positions and more reciprocal social relations with 
their neighbors and with the predominantly white members of society. However, their 
lived experiences in this northern space attest to further colonization. Morrison 
demonstrates how these community members are subjected to discourses of power, 
discourses which utilize class, gender, and racial hierarchies based on patriarchal 
notions of heterosexual practices, middle-class economic standards, and preferred 
gender roles, which serve the white majority.4 However, the ways in which certain 
community members deal with these discourses of power vary. 
For example, at ten years of age, Claudia McTeer is introduced to one such 
powerful discursive construct in the form of a gift: "The big, the special , the loving 
gift . .. a big, blue-eyed Baby Doll" (20). This racialized educational tool is designed to 
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Emphasizing the function of discourse in ideology, Michel Foucault, in The History of Sexuality 
Volume 1, asserts that "we must conceive discourse as a series of discontinuous segments whose 
tactical function is neither uniform nor stable" (1 00). Furthermore, we must conceive discourse, 
not as embedded with dominant ideologies founded on some notion of certainty or "truth," but as 
constitutive of a "multiplicity of discursive elements that can come into play in various strategies" 
(100). He argues, and I must agree, that various forms of power are strategically used, through 
discourse, to ensure specific forms of knowledge. 
teach young girls the pleasures of motherhood, with its blue eyes and blonde hair 
strongly suggesting a desired physical and racial beauty. Claudia comments on the 
desire produced by such an object and on the power it holds: "Adults, older girls, 
shops, magazines, newspapers, window signs - all the world had agreed that a blue-
eyed, yellow-haired, pink-skinned doll was what every girl child treasured" (20). Even 
though Claudia learns that she is expected to rock it, create stories about it, and even 
sleep with it, the doll does not bring her pleasure. Rather, when she held it, it "resisted 
[her] flesh ... irritated any embrace" and was a "most uncomfortable, patently 
aggressive sleeping companion" (20). Claudia takes pleasure in dismembering the doll. 
She breaks the fingers, twists the head around, loosens the hair, and cracks the body 
against the railing of her bed. Her desire is to examine it, "to see what it was that all the 
world said was loveable," to "discover the dearness, to find the beauty, the desirability 
that had escaped [her]" (21 , 20). At this point, Claudia is merely curious about the dolls 
that hold such power over others, but her violent actions point to her desire to know 
more about the power and knowledge produced in this gendered and racialized 
discourse around the doll , to which "all the world" has been subjected. Her behavior, 
however, is condemned by the adults in her life, and their outrage points to their desire 
to own an object of "beauty," a signifier of social acceptability in mainstream America. 
Another signifier of acceptability, which distinguishes certain members of the 
community from others, functions as a boundary, one that is both physical and 
symbolic. This distinctive boundary is one based in consumerism and class, and is 
manifested in houses. As the narrator explains, "propertied black people spent all their 
energies, all their love, on their nests" (18, emphasis added). Claudia compares these 
black people to "frenzied" and "desperate" birds who fussed over their "hard-won 
homes" (18). She also compares their houses to "hothouse sunflowers" that towered 
over the "rows of weeds that were the rented houses" (18). In contrast, the "renting 
blacks cast furtive glances" at the porches and yards of the "propertied" blacks, and 
looked forward to owning their own property (18). Until then, they "scratched" and 
"saved" and "piled away what they could in the rented hovels" (18). 
This emphasis on owning property, a house, a sign of wealth, success, status, 
and happiness, is cultivated by the dominant, white, middle-class society, and is further 
accentuated in the text of the Dick-and-Jane reader: "Here is the house. It is green and 
white. It has a red door. It is very pretty. Here is the family. Mother, Father, Dick and 
Jane live in the green-and-white house. They are very happy" (3). Morrison prefaces 
each section of The Bluest Eye with excerpts from this primary reader. This educational 
discourse is infused with ideals which dictate what it means to be accepted, worthy of 
recognition, and what it means to be a "true" American according to the mainstream: 
"As the seeming given of contemporary life, [the Dick-and-Jane story] stands as the 
only visible model for happiness and thus implicitly accuses those whose lives do not 
match up" (Kuenz 2). The excerpts are not only racialized, but they also specify and 
designate preferred class and gender locations. This educational device attempts to 
represent, privilege, and normalize certain physical characteristics, certain family 
relations, and family dwellings. 
The passage describing the ideal, happy household is repeated at the beginning 
of the chapter that describes the "store front" apartment where the Breed loves live. Far 
from the pretty green and white house in the primer, this dwelling "foists itself on the 
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eye of the passerby in a manner that is both irritating and melancholy" (BE 33). The 
Breedloves, a poor, black family, live here, but not because they were having 
difficulties adjusting to temporary economic setbacks. They live here because they are 
poor and black, "and they stayed [here] because they believed they were ugly" (38). 
Claudia's description of the way in which the Breed loves occupy such a place, 
points not only to their poverty, but to their seemingly hopeless and solitary existence. 
She describes them as "festering together" in their cold, gray, rundown apartment. 
They make no significant contributions to the neighborhood, the labor force, nor to the 
community in general. Unlike the McTeer family who are connected with members of 
their neighborhood, the Breed loves exist primarily on their own: "Each member of the 
family in his own cell of consciousness, each making his own patchwork quilt of reality -
collecting fragments of experience here, pieces of information there" (34). Even though 
they remain relatively invisible within the larger community, for their poverty is not out 
of the ordinary, their "ugliness" sets them apart and serves as a boundary. The 
narrator believes that this "ugliness" is exaggerated by the Breedloves' own conviction 
of its visibility: "Except for the father, Cholly, whose ugliness (the result of despair, 
dissipation, and violence directed towards petty things and weak people) was behavior, 
the rest of the family ... wore their ugliness, put it on, so to speak, although it did not 
belong to them" (38). If this ugliness does not "belong" to them, to whom does it 
belong? Morrison suggests that the Breedloves, in their solitary attempts to "creep 
singly up into the major folds of the garment" (17), have internalized a racial and class-
based inferiority produced by the dominant society. In a powerful passage regarding 
the damaging impacts of colonization, Claudia makes visible the powerful influences of 
an external gaze: 
It was as though some mysterious all-knowing master had given 
each one a cloak of ugliness to wear, and they had each accepted 
it without question. The master had said, 'You are ugly people.' 
They had looked about themselves and saw nothing to contradict 
the statement; saw, in fact, support for it leaning at them from 
every billboard, every movie, every glance. 'Yes,' they had said. 
'You are right.' And they took the ugliness in their hands, threw it 
as a mantle over them, and went about the world with it. (39) 
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However, Morrison also suggests that the black community, the members of the 
black neighborhood so affected by consumerism, and by class and racial boundaries 
themselves, could have done something for the Breedloves. For example, in the 
chapter describing Pauline's early married life, her feelings of isolation and dislocation 
"way up north" become clear. Although she spent much of her time alone in her 
childhood home in Kentucky, Pauline was both calmed and energized by the stillness 
and isolation it offered (112). She took pleasure in the household chores and minding 
her two younger siblings. Her relationship with Cholly was full of laughter and 
excitement, and like many other black southerners, the newlyweds energetically 
embarked for Ohio with hopes for economic stability. When Cholly worked at the steel 
plant, Pauline stayed home to keep the house. She tried to make friends with those 
around her, but she found her black neighbors unfriendly: "Northern colored folk was 
different. ... Diety-like. No better than whites for meanness. They could make you feel 
just as no-count, 'cept I didn't expect it from them" (117). Unlike Cholly, who felt 
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comfortable making friends and socializing with them during his evenings out, Pauline 
felt pressure to conform to certain dominant standards of physical beauty. The women 
in her neighborhood found it peculiar that she never attempted to straighten her hair. 
Although she experimented with make-up, she felt inadequate at it and frustrated with 
the results (118). As Claudia remarks, Pauline was not really interested in the attention 
given to fashionable clothes or make-up, but she felt that this was an unspoken 
requirement for friendship among her neighbors. All she really wanted from the other 
women was for them to "cast favorable glances her way'' (118). 
Lonely for love and communal interaction, Pauline finds comfort at the movie 
theatre. However, in this place where "the black-and-white images came together, 
making a magnificent whole" (122), Pauline is introduced to representations of romantic 
love and physical beauty: "Probably the most destructive ideas in the history of human 
thought. Both originated in envy, thrived in insecurity, and ended in disillusion" (122). 
These ideas are produced on the silver screen and provide Pauline with an education 
on physical and racial beauty. As a result, Pauline becomes obsessed with physical 
appearances, and she learns to categorize each and every face she sees on the "scale 
of absolute beauty" she absorbed from the movie screen (122). 
Aside from receiving an education on Hollywood's notion of physical and racial 
beauty, Pauline receives great pleasure in watching how these movies represent the 
ways in which white women live and how they relate to each other and men. These 
representations are attractive to her because they suggest a more harmonious lifestyle. 
In other words, these images are not only about beauty, romance, and sexuality, but 
they are also about preferred gender roles, class, and racial power. As Jane Kuenz 
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points out, Pauline's attraction to Hollywood images is, in part, a response to an 
unresponsive, unwelcoming community: "In the absence of a network of community 
members ready to step in .. . and make it their business to look after each other, blacks 
up north who feel isolated from their past and alienated in their present are more likely 
to look elsewhere for self-affirming context" (3). 
Pauline recalls a movie starring Clark Gable and Jean Harlow, and comments 
on the pleasure she receives from watching such a charmed existence. But, she also 
alludes to the envy and discomfort of her own: "White men taking such good care of 
they women, and they all dressed up in big clean house with the bathtubs right in the 
same room with the toilet" (BE 123). After watching these images, however, Pauline 
comes to view her life with Cholly with despair. In an attempt to emulate the charmed 
life of the stars, Pauline would often fix her hair up to look like Jean Harlow and pretend 
that she was beautiful, just like Jean. However, after Pauline loses her front tooth, she 
realizes she has been disillusioned by the silver screen. As a result, Pauline 
"developed a hatred for things that mystified or obstructed her; acquired virtues that 
were easy to maintain; assigned herself a role in the scheme of things" (126). She 
resists, and eventually discards, the power of the Hollywood discourse and turns 
instead to the power of religion. 
However, this different direction does not bring with it a healthy or nurturing 
sense of community, nor does it give Pauline a feeling of belonging. Pauline's new-
found mission, to appear and behave virtuously, provides her with the semblance of 
order in her life and, more specifically, her household. Her preoccupation with the 
virtues of religion sets her apart and above her black neighbors, and her own family: 
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"She came into her own with women who had despised her, by being more moral than 
they; she avenged herself on Cholly by forcing him to indulge in the weaknesses she 
despised. Holding Cholly as a model of sin and failure, she bore him like a crown of 
thorns, and her children like a cross" (126-7). Pauline takes pleasure in this new found 
power, and she derives further pleasure and power from taking on the responsibilities 
of the primary wage earner. However, her new permanent job as servant and nanny to 
the white, middle-class Fisher family causes her to neglect her family and her house, 
and they become "like the afterthoughts one has just before sleep, the early-morning 
and late-evening edges of her day, the dark edges that made the daily life with the 
Fishers lighter, more delicate, more lovely'' (127). Since she realizes that she can never 
be Jean Harlow, or experience the privileged life of the white, middle-class, she 
becomes satisfied with the responsibilities she has in maintaining the Fisher house and 
serving the family. The Fishers give her the nickname she never had as a child and 
praise her for her cleaning and baking. Although their attitude toward her is 
condescending, Pauline's job provides her with a sense of "acceptance and community 
she cannot find or create in her own home and neighborhood" (Kuenz 4). Furthermore, 
she wallows in the comforts of the middle-class home: "the porcelain tub with silvery 
taps running infinite quantities of hot, clear water . . . the silk draperies .. . the fluffy 
white towels" (BE 127). She especially enjoys caring for the little Fisher girl who calls 
her Polly, and takes pleasure in brushing her long, blonde hair (127). However, her 
own children "she bent toward respectability, and in so doing taught them fear'' (128). 
Into her son "she beat a loud desire to run away," and into Pecola she "beat a fear of 
growing up, fear of other people, fear of life" (126). 
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Pauline's ruthless behavior towards her daughter causes Pecola not only to live 
in fear and self-loathing, but also to desire that which she believes will change her 
situation. Upon coming to stay with the McTeer family, Pecola, quiet, withdrawn, and 
void of any passion, focuses her attention on the simplest of household utensils, but 
one which holds great significance for her. As Claudia comments, "we knew she was 
fond of the Shirley Temple cup and took every opportunity to drink milk out of it just to 
handle and see sweet Shirley's face" (23). Pecola is obsessed with this object of 
"beauty," and it is through this object that she begins to cultivate a desire to attain 
something that will make her appear lovely in the eyes of her mother (as the little Fisher 
girl does) and set her apart from other black girls. Something that will make her 
beautiful. That something is blue eyes. 
Brought up by parents who no longer express love for their children or each 
other, and frequently ridiculed by her classmates, Pecola becomes curious about what 
will change her life, and more specifically, what it is about her that has caused her 
ugliness: "Long hours she sat looking in the mirror, trying to discover the secret of the 
ugliness, the ugliness that made her ignored or despised" (45). As a way of dealing 
with the family violence she is exposed to, Pecola lies in her bed and systematically 
tries to make her body disappear, bit by bit. However, she could never make her eyes 
disappear. For Pecola, her eyes were most important because they held everything in 
them: "All of those pictures, all of those faces ... as long as she looked the way she 
did, as long as she was ugly, she would have to stay with these people. ( 45) This 
statement is significant for a number of reasons. This little girl , unable to make sense of 
the violence around her, believes that if she had different eyes, blue eyes, like the eyes 
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of the beloved Shirley Temple, she would not only be pretty and desirous to others, but 
she also would be able to see differently. She seeks to undo the damage that has been 
done to her by Cholly, her own father. Pregnant with his child, Pecola decides to take 
her prayers for blue eyes to the community spiritualist, Soaphead Church. Despite his 
reputation for trickery and unsavory practices (disguised as a spiritual connection with 
supernatural forces) , Soaphead Church believes he understands Pecola's outrageous 
request. Among all of the requests from various people, wishes for love, money, or 
revenge, Pecola's was the one "most deserving of fulfillment" (174). He seems to 
understand why this little black girl would want to "rise up out of the pit of her blackness 
and see the world with blue eyes" (174). 
Perhaps Soaphead Church's understanding of Pecola's wish is a result of his 
own experiences with various discourses that influenced his perception of his "place" in 
Western society. Described as a "cinnamon-eyed West Indian with lightly browned 
skin" (167), Soaphead Church was raised in a British colony, and was bombarded with 
discourses on what it meant to be successful , refined, and European. His ancestors 
were reminded that "all civil izations derive from the white race, that none can exist 
without its help, and that a society is great and brilliant only so far as it preserves the 
blood of the noble group that created it" (168). These racialized discourses were 
passed down to him by his "mixed blood" parents, and instilled in him the values they 
believed he would honor. Consequently, he developed a "hatred of, and fascination 
with, any hint of disorder or decay" (169). It was through this fascination that he was led 
to theology and eventually to spiritualism. However, Soaphead Church's awareness of 
the "evil and decay'' in the world, leads him to believe that "God had done a poor job," 
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and he "suspect[s] that he himself could have done better" (173). He believes that "it 
was in fact a pity that the Maker had not sought his counsel" (173). Morrison suggests 
that Soaphead Church's oppressive upbringing bred in him a hunger for power over 
others: a desire for the ultimate form of power. 
However, in his encounter with Pecola Breedlove, he more than ever, "honestly 
wished he could work miracles ... never before had he really wanted the true and holy 
power," and not just a power that made others "believe he had it" (17 4). Even though 
he is aware that such a request can never be fulfilled, Soaphead Church convinces 
Pecola that it is possible to receive blue eyes. Like Pecola, he believes that his miracle 
has value. In a long letter to God, he writes: "1, I have caused a miracle. I gave her the 
eyes. I gave her the blue, blue, two blue eyes. Cobalt blue . . . no one else will see 
her blue eyes. But she will. And she will live happily ever after .. . now you are jealous. 
You are jealous of me" (182). Instead of trying to convince Pecola that she does not 
need blue eyes, that she does not need to succumb to the dominant culture's 
discourses on preferred physical and racial beauty, Soaphead Church tricks her into 
believing her wish has been fulfilled. He believes that it is "'preferable for her to have 
blue eyes,"' since he is "'convinced that if black people were more like white people 
they would be better off"' (Morrison quoted in Stepto 388). This line of thinking is 
directly related to his upbringing which instilled in him "'a kind of English, colonial , 
Victorian thing . . . which he could not escape"' (388). 
Claudia's reflections at the end of the novel sum up how the members of the 
black community come to view Pecola's "madness." Believing that she has received 
the blue eyes she longed for, Pecola spent her days wandering up and down the 
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streets, talking to herself, "her head jerking to the beat of a drummer so distant only she 
could hear" (BE 204). Ultimately, Pecola serves as a scapegoat for the community. 
Even though they, too, have been influenced by the dominant discourses on physical 
and racial beauty and class, they feel proud that they never stooped as low as she: "All 
of us - all who knew her - felt so wholesome after we cleaned ourselves on her. We 
were so beautiful when we stood astride her ugliness. Her simplicity decorated us, her 
guilt sanctified us, .. . And she let us, and thereby deserved our contempt" (205). By 
contrasting themselves with Pecola, the community members "embolden their own 
worth," and "deny the incongruity and inauthenticity of their lives" (Patrick Bjork 53). 
Unlike Pecola, who has in her madness "triumphed over her condition," the community 
remains in a "static state of denial and dissonance" (54). 
According to Rene Girard in Violence and the Sacred, any community that has 
collectively experienced some sort of crisis "hurls itself blindly into the search for a 
scapegoat" (79). Also referred to as a surrogate victim, the scapegoat carries all of the 
"evils" present in the community (77). In order to be "freed of all responsibility" for its 
unhappy and unwelcomed condition (77), the community "transfer[s] the collective 
burden" onto the scapegoat (78). Community members "strive desperately to convince 
themselves that all of their ills are the fault of a one individual who can easily be 
disposed of' (80). In so doing, the community is able to restore a sense of unity. Girard 
calls this unity a "mysterious unanimity" which is constructed in opposition to the 
scapegoat (78). In The Bluest Eye, the black members of Lorain feel unified, whole, 
and sanctified in comparison to Pecola, the "mad" surrogate victim. Their racial and 
economic oppression, and their feelings of inadequacy "under the gaze of the dominant 
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culture" (Bjork 53), seems to diminish in light of Pecola's "madness." Furthermore, 
perhaps because of her youth and her family background, Pecola becomes easy to 
dispose of, and her "madness" justifies the community's rejection of her. 
However, Claudia acknowledges the fact that the black community, herself 
included, will not be able to use Pecola as a scapegoat forever. In recollecting Pecola's 
story, Claudia comes to see that her community has "failed" Pecola, and must 
continually confront its own oppression under an oppressive gaze:" ... for we were not 
strong, only aggressive; we were not free, merely licensed; we were not 
compassionate, we were pol ite; not good, but well behaved" (BE 205). 
Despite the fact that the black members of Lorain live on the periphery of the 
white dominant society, the ways in which they respond to their oppression and 
dislocation vary. In this particular space, constructed out of a desire for social and 
economic stability, community members live under the "gaze of the dominant culture," 
and are influenced by discourses of consumerism, racial beauty, and class. 
Boundaries within the community are constructed and serve to divide community 
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members. However, Pecola's position as scapegoat serves to unify the community, if 
only temporarily. Pecola comes to represent what the community despises. In the 
eyes of the community, Pecola's retreat into madness is a result of her inability to 
function in the dominant culture. The community members bel ieve that even though 
they are pressured by dominant discourses on beauty and class, the ways in which 
they function far exceed Pecola's attempts. Believing that her wish for the bluest eyes 
has come true, we are led to believe that Pecola will live out her life in a fantasy. But, 
as Patrick Bjork states, "Pecola's madness serves to perpetuate one community's own 
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illusions" (53). For, as Claudia suggests, until the black members of Lorain recognize 
that they must collectively confront their social , economic, and racial oppression, they 
will continue to live "in the fantasy of [their] strength" (BE 205). 
Collectively confronting oppression is one of the themes in Morrison's second 
novel, Sula, first published in 1973. The all-black members of "the Bottom" in Sula live 
on the periphery of the all-white town of Medallion, Ohio: a peripheral existence that is 
both geographical and metaphorical. The "bottom" community is located on the "top" of 
a hill where the conditions for planting were less than desirable (Morrison, Sula 5). 
Beginning in 1919 and concluding in 1965, this novel illustrates "the Bottom's" 
collective economic and racial oppression due, in part, to their peripheral existence. 
However, in this story, the community's marginal members, or pariahs, function not only 
as scapegoats but, ironically enough, as leaders in the community. By defining 
themselves in opposition to these marginal members, the people of the Bottom 
construct a cultural identity which provides them with a sense of cohesiveness and 
stability. 
However, in this novel, history has an impact on the space of this particular 
community and complicates that sense of stability. Beginning with the first paragraph, 
Morrison points out the transitory nature of the geographical space that was once 
called "the Bottom": 
In that place, where they tore the nightshade and blackberry 
patches from their roots to make room for the Medallion City 
Golf Course, there was once a neighborhood. It stood in the 
hills above the valley town of Medallion and spread all the way 
to the river. It is called the suburbs now, but when black 
people lived there it was called the Bottom. (3) 
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As evident in this opening paragraph, Morrison begins her story with the end and 
challenges the conceptions of space and place as empty, singular, and fixed in their 
identities. For example, the place called "the Bottom" was not a place that was fixed in 
its identity, but was indeed constructed (and reconstructed as the Medallion City Golf 
Course) through social relations. However, evident in the way in which this space was 
reconstructed ("they tore the nightshade and blackberry patches from their roots"), 
these social relations were oppressive for the Bottom was initially constructed out of a 
joke: "a nigger joke" (4). 
As the story goes, a good white farmer promised his slave freedom and "bottom" 
(fertile) land in exchange for a few extra chores. In time, when the slave accomplished 
the required tasks, the farmer told him he was free and that the best "bottom" land was 
up in the hills: '"It's the bottom of heaven- best land there is"' (5). The slave is 
convinced and while the whites live on the rich valley land, the blacks populate the hills 
above it and take "small consolation in the fact that every day they could literally look 
down on the white folks" (5). 
Just as the members of the black community in The Bluest Eye seek economic 
stability, the people in the Bottom struggle to survive. However, unlike the black 
members of Lorain, Ohio, who worked and lived along side non-blacks, the people of 
the Bottom are much more isolated, both geographically and socially. They have their 
own space, "tucked up there in the Bottom" (6). Presented as having "a world of their 
own," the inhabitants of the Bottom are significantly less affected by "an external gaze," 
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but they are economically disadvantaged (Bjork 55). For example, most of the men 
must go down into Medallion, or further, to get work, and many of the women clean 
white people's houses. They are promised work in the construction of the River Road, a 
construction designed to link the two disparate neighborhoods, but the road is 
eventually "built entirely by white labor- hillbillies and immigrants taking even the 
lowest jobs" (Sula 151 ). 
The opening paragraph reveals that this novel is a "re-telling" of a past: a re-
telling that is perhaps filled with nostalgia and sentiment for what "was." However, as 
Robert Grant points out, Morrison depicts this community ambiguously: "[O]n one hand, 
the black community, and by extension, the 'black experience' , is 'celebrated' and 
lovingly presented" (91 ). On the other hand, Morrison's depiction of the community's 
aversion to, and rejection of, some of its members, points to her use of "an 
antitraditional notion disputing the communalistic, socio-centric claims and 'verities' of 
much of African-American literature" (92). He goes on to say that "the psychological 
'security' and cultural homogeneity afforded by an enclosed black community may not 
be an absolute, definable positive value for each black individual consciousness" (92). 
In other words, once again, Morrison is specific in her depiction of this black 
community. Its members' experiences are not portrayed as being constitutive of what is 
"the black experience," but are unique to their own historical and cultural positionings. 
However, not unlike The Bluest Eye, it is significant that all of Morrison's 
characters in this novel are, in some way, affected by the forces of the dominant, white 
society despite the fact that their geographical and metaphorical communal space is 
somewhat removed and separate from those forces. This is particularly evident in the 
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character Shadrack. A WW I veteran, "blasted and permanently astonished by the 
events of 1917" (Sula 7) , Shadrack finds himself in a hospital bed with "no sense of 
who or what he is" (Hudson-Weems & Samuels 28). The trauma he has experienced 
has left him without an identity, and he imagines himself with "monstrously" deformed 
hands with fingers that "began to grow in higgledy-piggledy fashion like Jack's 
beanstalk all over the tray and the bed" (Sula 9). As Susan Willis writes, "Shadrack's 
experience of bodily fragmentation is the psychological equivalent of annihilating social 
upheaval," to which he, as an army draftee, "has been subjected" (321 ). Shadrack's 
imagined deformity is a "figure for the equally monstrous psychological and social 
transformations that . .. slavery, the military, and wage labor . . . has inflicted on the 
minds and bodies of black people" (321 ). Upon his release from the hospital, Shadrack 
experiences an immense loneliness; more than lonely, he feels extremely alienated: 
with no past, no language, no tribe, no source, no address 
book, no comb, no pencil , no clock, no pocket handkerchief, 
no rug, no bed, no can opener, no faded postcard, no soap, 
no key, no tobacco pouch, no soiled underwear and nothing 
nothing nothing to do. (Sula 12) 
Subsequently imprisoned for "vagrancy and intoxication," Shadrack, in agony, develops 
a "desire to see his own face" (13). Shadrack glimpses his reflection in the jail cell's 
toilet bowl water, and "when the blackness greeted him with its indisputable presence, 
he wanted nothing more" (13). As Willis remarks, this powerful statement affirms his 
"inalienable identity . . . while all around him and within him may be subject to 
transformation, his blackness is forever" (321 ). 
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With this renewed assurance of an "inalienable identity," Shadrack returns to the 
Bottom with a mission. The mission, to establish and institutionalize National Suicide 
Day, was conceived by Shadrack in order to control fear: "It had to do with making a 
place for fear as a way of controlling it. ... It was not death or dying that frightened 
him, but the unexpectedness of both" (Sula 14). To Shadrack, implementing National 
Suicide Day was a way to confront fear, to honor it, leaving the rest of the year "free" 
and "safe. " 
In this sense, Shadrack has a social function in the community. Although he is 
marginalized for his "unsociable" drunkenness and obscene behavior, the people of the 
Bottom come to tolerate him. Unlike the members of Lorain who "disposed" of Pecola 
because of her madness, the members of the Bottom "understood the boundaries and 
nature of [Shadrack's] madness, they could fit him, so to speak, into the scheme of 
things" (15). The people accept Shadrack into the community, and his bizarre holiday 
becomes for them a marker in their history: "They had absorbed it into their thoughts, 
into their language, into their lives" (15). 
What is it they have absorbed? They have absorbed a "difference," and have 
accepted Shadrack's contribution to the welfare of the community. Shadrack's holiday, 
a day to contemplate death and dying, is a reminder to keep on living despite 
oppressive situations. Relegated to the "bottom" and segregated from the "white folks" 
of Medallion, Morrison's community is consistently reminded of its collective 
unwelcomed difference. As Willis points out, the oppressive "white world" views 
difference as a "threat" because "difference articulates a form of freedom" (321 ). 
Therefore, difference must be avoided and feared. 
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However, this black community, unlike the members of Lorain in The Bluest Eye 
who ignore, despise, and isolate the Breedloves, not only tolerates difference among 
its own members, but reacts to it and other unfamiliar forces (such as the "plague" of 
robins, or the "clouds" of pigeons) "with an acceptance that border[s] on welcome" 
(Sula 89). Inexplicable events and forces, or more specifically what the narrator calls 
evil , is part of life: "They let it run its course ... and never invented ways either to alter 
it, to annihilate it or prevent its happening again. So also were they with people" (89-
90). They collectively believe that "the purpose of evil was to survive it, and they 
determined .. . to survive floods, white people, tuberculosis, famine and ignorance" 
(90). This collective sense of survival is much different than the type espoused by the 
black members of Lorain who either consolidated their weaknesses in order to "hang 
on, " or crept "singly up into the major folds of the garment" (BE 17). The Bottom's sense 
of survival and determination is what helps its members deal with that other social 
pariah, namely Sula Peace. 
Like Shadrack, Sula also serves a social function within the community, although 
a complex one. After a ten year absence, Sula returns to her grandmother's house up 
in the Bottom dressed like a movie star (Sula 90). Eva's reception of her reveals to us 
that Sula now represents the "outside" world: "Eva looked at Sula pretty much the same 
way she had looked at BoyBoy that time when he returned after he'd left her without a 
dime" (91 ). We are left to assume that Sula's return, as mysterious as the plague of 
robins that accompanied her, will alter the Bottom in some way. 
Sula's presence and "difference" is felt immediately. News of Eva's 
institutionalization in a nursing home by Sula, and Nel's loss of her husband Jude to 
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Sula's seduction travels fast throughout the community; but, it is Sula's refusal to 
adhere to social norms and expectations that is most disturbing to the neighborhood: 
"Sula acknowledged none of their attempts to counter-conjure or their gossip and 
seemed to need the services of nobody" (113). This suspicious behavior caused them 
to watch her "far more closely than they watched any other roach or bitch in town" 
(113), and after much observing they conclude that although their "evidence against 
Sula was contrived . . . their conclusions about her were not. Sula was distinctly 
different" (118). 
Sula is described as a conglomeration of "arrogance" and "self-indulgence" 
(118), traits passed down to her through her grandmother and mother. However, she 
does not contribute to the community to the same degree as does Eva or Hannah. Eva 
is "creator and sovereign" (30) of a house that welcomed "misfits" and the homeless; 
Hannah serves the men of community with daylight sex, for "what she wanted .. . was 
some touching everyday" (44).5 Sula, however, led an experimental life. She learned 
early on that she could neither count on others nor herself and, consequently, Sula 
"was completely free of ambition, with no affection for money, property or things, no 
greed, no desire to command attention or compliments" (118 -19). Sula resists and 
rejects prescribed gender roles espoused by those in her community, and when asked 
why she does not settle down and have babies, Sula responds with, '" I don't want to 
make somebody else. I want to make myself" (92). She refers to Nel and the other 
The "good" women of the community were exasperated by Hannah, the whores "resented 
Hannah' s generosity," and the "middling women" were frustrated by her since she "seemed too 
unlike them, having no passion attached to her relationships and being wholly incapable of 
jealousy" (44). However, even though Hannah had been a "nuisance," she was "complimenting 
the women ... by wanting their husbands" (Sula 115). 
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women as conscientious "spiders" concerned only with their webs, afraid of the dangers 
of being alive (120). Sula lives against the grain. However, Sula also resisted and 
rejected the way of life in the big cities, the "outside" world. The people there "taught 
her nothing but love tricks, shared nothing but worry, gave nothing but money" (121 ). 
Sula's refusal to live by the Bottom's expectations and her refusal to become 
anonymous in the "outside" world points to her determination to live her own life and no 
one else's, at any cost. 6 
This "freedom" Sula embodies is threatening to those around her, but what is 
significant is that "the Bottom community does not move to destroy or eradicate Sula 
from its midst. It tolerates her" (Hudson-Weems & Samuels 34). This black community, 
capable of anger "but not despair" (Sula 90), knows how to deal with "evil": "The 
presence of evil was something to be first recognized, then dealt with, survived, 
outwitted, triumphed over" (118). Once again, the Bottom community does not dispose 
of its scapegoat but, rather, it seeks to deal with her in an attempt to triumph over her 
and that which she represents. 
The community's determination is a construction designed to unite its members, 
however marginalized some may be, as a means to define themselves, give themselves 
meaning and purpose. A.P. Cohen states that community is a "largely mental construct 
whose 'objective' manifestations in locality and ethnicity give it credibility" (1 08). He 
adds that the "symbolic repertoire of a community aggregates the individualities and 
other differences found within the community," and this provides a means for their 
6 
For example, Sula destroyed her friendship with Nel, committed her grandmother, and thrust 
herself at Ajax. 
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"expression, interpretation and containment" (21 ). This explanation of community allows 
for, and welcomes, difference within the community. Furthermore, this inclusive or 
unifying sense of community breaks down, or makes transparent, those boundaries 
within the community that might otherwise serve to isolate and alienate certain 
members: "It unites them in their opposition, both to each other and to those 'outside"' 
(21 ). Yet the Bottom community, as a means of survival, has tolerated and has even 
understood difference because it can be assimilated into a survival mode that in some 
sense reproduces modes of oppression. 
Sula is marginalized by the community, but her presence alters their way of 
living and relating to others: "Their conviction of Sula's evil changed them in 
accountable, yet mysterious ways .. .. They began to cherish their husbands and wives, 
protect their children . . . and in general band together against the devil in their midst" 
(Sula 117). Rumors spread which tell of Sula's supposed "interactions" with white men, 
and this "unforgivable thing - the thing for which there was no understanding, no 
excuse, no compassion" (112) compels the community to create even more stories 
undermining her character. The people had a common enemy who was to be feared, 
and they had to "protect and love one another'' (117). 
What is the significance of these rumors, and what is it that gives them power? 
According to Jean-Noel Kapferer in Rumors: Uses, Interpretations, and Images, rumors 
are pieces of information which provide people with news about an important event or 
person or current interest. However, rumors are not legends, primarily based upon 
certain facts, nor are they tall tales, designed to amuse or entertain. Rather, they are 
"set out to convince people," for they are manufactured as believable (2). Kapferer 
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goes on to say that rumors "involve a collective invention of explanations at a distance," 
and although they do not necessarily speak to the reality of the subject, a version of the 
truth based on particular facts, for example, a certain reality or truth is often the product 
of a rumor (4). In order for rumors to function and spread as popular belief, people 
must believe them, and in order for them to be popular they must be "pleasing to the 
people" (4). So, regardless of their validity, if the rumors help to explain certain 
behaviors, they will be welcomed. Indeed, in Sula, the rumors that are circulated 
throughout the Bottom about Sula's behavior, or misbehavior, in the city, serve to 
explain her refusal to conform to the community's prescribed gender roles and 
expectations. The people of the Bottom feel unified in their recognition of, and triumph 
over, Sula's influence, and the rumors about her "unforgivable" acts play a part in the 
construction of their communal identity. 
However, after Sula's death, the last of the "Peace" women, the members of the 
Bottom are forced to change their identity as an enclosed and isolated community 
opposed to those who represent the "outside" world. News of the construction of a 
tunnel connecting the Bottom to the white "outside" world promised employment for 
blacks, and. renewed hope in the people. This was a significant project and the rumors 
indicate that the government was considering employing black laborers. This 
opportunity for work on the tunnel excited the black men of the community for it meant 
that they could give up sweeping for a living. Furthermore, they would not have to 
leave the Bottom to find work in the steel mills in the surrounding communities (151 ). 
But a harsh frost fell upon the neighborhood, ruining the harvest, and illness quickly 
spread. Up in the Bottom, the people suffered more severely than those in the valley, 
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for the temperature was much colder in the hills, and neither their clothes nor their 
houses could withstand such an extreme change in weather (152). On top of all this, 
despite the "general relief that Sula's death brought ... a dislocation was taking place" 
and a "restless irritability took hold" (153). Without Sula to reject, despise, and mock, 
the community now had no one with whom to contend. As a result, some mothers, who 
coddled their children in response to Sula's scorn for motherhood, found themselves 
ambivalent but, at times, furious about their relationships with their offspring. Without 
Sula's mockery, "affection for others sank into flaccid disrepair'' (153). Even Shadrack 
becomes affected by Sula's death, and feelings of despondency replace his loneliness. 
National Suicide Day did not have the same excitement for him: "It was not heartfelt this 
time, not loving this time, for he no longer cared whether he helped them or not" (158). 
However, this January 3rd would be remembered above all others as the community 
actually joins Shadrack on his parade in the sun "as though the sunshine would last, as 
though there really was hope" (160). This was the same hope that 
kept them picking beans for other farmers; kept them from 
finally leaving as they talked of doing; kept them knee-deep 
in other people's dirt; kept them excited about other people's 
wars; kept them solicitous of white people's children; kept them 
convinced that some magic 'government' was going to lift them 
up, out and away from that dirt, those beans, those wars. (160) 
This January 3rd the people take an active resistance to their oppression and "killed, as 
best they could, the tunnel they were forbidden to build" (161 ), all because of Sula and 
her death. 
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Sula represented the feared, unknowable, or inexplicable, but her presence 
gave the community "something" to stand against. Although Sula is ambivalent about 
the community, and actually disregards it, she is in some sense a leader; she 
represents a freedom that the members of the Bottom fear yet revere. After her death, 
the people of the Bottom must come to terms with their collective oppression: an 
oppression that has affected their history, their lives, and one that will affect their 
future. They have been denied access to employment in the construction of the River 
Road, the tunnel, which, ironically, was designed to provide easier "access" to the 
dominant society. It is only when Sula dies that the community realizes their role or 
function as a collective, and once their dislocation is felt (a dislocation dating back to 
the slave trade), they are able to act. Their act of resistance, the "killing" of the tunnel 
they were "forbidden" to build, is an act against that oppressive society, an act of 
violence but hope, a decision to alter their future. 
However, once again, Morrison depicts such an act ambiguously. Most of the 
community members die on that January day. In an effort to "wipe from the face of the 
earth the work of the thin-armed Virginia boys, the bull-necked Greeks and the knife-
faced men who waved the leaf-dead promise" (162), a large number of the Bottom's 
residents split the sacks of limestone, tear the wire mesh, and smash the bricks and 
timber. In so doing, the earth shifts and while some are buried under the remnants of 
the construction, others drown. As time passes, little by little the Bottom dissolves. In 
the final chapter entitled "1965," Nel sentimentally reflects on its dissolution. Now that 
"colored people" were working in the stores in downtown Medallion, and now that white 
people wanted houses with a view of the river up where the Bottom was, fewer and 
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fewer black people populate the hills (166). Nostalgic for what once was, Nel views this 
change as abandonment. But what has been abandoned? 
According to Nel the Bottom was a place: a "real place" (166). Now, in 1965, 
"there weren't any places left, just separate houses with separate televisions and 
separate telephones and less and less dropping by" (166). To Nel, living up in the 
Bottom meant something; the fact that this neighborhood was isolated and enclosed 
from the dominant society gave her, and the rest of its members, a cultural identity 
constructed by, and out of, a shared history of survival in the face of racial and 
economic oppression. As Nel observes, the new, younger generation "kept talking 
about the community" (166), undeniably under the influence of the Civil Rights 
Movement; but, Morrison suggests, without a remembrance of little neighborhoods like 
the Bottom a sense of "community" or a shared cultural and/or racial identity has little 
significance. In other words, Morrison reminds her readers "of the need to understand 
and measure the past against social and political developments of the present" (Jill 
Matus 70). Furthermore, Morrison suggests that the Bottom is important because it is 
an instance of the "forgotten, a part of the fabric of an unremembered past" (71 ). 
Once again, Morrison represents a community that is neither singular nor fixed 
in its identity. Constructed and reconstructed through oppressive social relations, the 
Bottom community in Sula has been profoundly affected by the forces of culture, 
history, and power. Although the Bottom is less affected by an external gaze, and is a 
much more isolated community than the black community in The Bluest Eye, its 
members are economically disadvantaged. However, the geographical and 
metaphorical boundaries that separate the Bottom from the larger dominant society 
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serve to enclose and unite the Bottom's members. Furthermore, within the community, 
boundaries are constructed in opposition to two of its marginalized members, Shadrack 
and Sula. Ironically, there is no attempt to dispose of these pariahs for their differences 
appear to strengthen the community's sense of cohesiveness. Sula's death and 
Shadrack's despair, however, force the community members to collectively confront 
their economic and racial oppression. Despite the demise of many of its members, the 
Bottom community experiences a moment of hope and triumph when they act to alter 
their future. 
Although it was published twenty-five years later, in 1998, Morrison's latest 
novel, Paradise, illustrates how another community, even more isolated and self-
sufficient than the Bottom, envisions its future and memorializes its past. Ruby, an 
isolated and unique all-black town in the heart of Oklahoma, prides itself in its 
exclusivity. According to one of its founding members, Ruby is a "town justifiably 
pleased with itself' (Paradise 8). It does not have, nor does it need, a jail, for "no 
criminals had ever come from his town" (8). Ruby does not have a gas station, hotel, 
hospital , or police force, but it does have three churches. Although "they knew isolation 
did not guarantee safety" ( 12), this "God fearing" town seals itself off from the "outside" 
world in an attempt to create its own "paradise." However, in this novel, Morrison 
suggests that a community, such as Ruby, that memorializes its history in a way that 
"threatens its capacity to adapt and respond to the present" (Matus 154 ), cannot 
survive. 
Like the members of the Bottom, the members of Ruby are descendants of a 
group of people who were oppressed; however, the difference between the two 
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communities is significant. Initially, the Bottom was constructed out of a joke, and life in 
the hills meant socio-economic struggle for this particular community. Its members had 
to live with racial oppression, and survival became a daily battle. The geographical and 
symbolic boundaries surrounding their communal space served to further distance 
them from the white section of Medallion and the larger, dominant society, but they also 
served to unite the members of the Bottom. The all-black town of Ruby has a different 
history. 
The founding families of Ruby are descendants of a group of freed slaves who 
migrated northwest in search of new lives. Denied admittance to the lighter-skinned 
settlement named Fairly, whose boundaries were based on chromatism, these families 
built their own town. Haven was imagined and constructed out of a response to this 
refusal , what its members called the "Disallowing." As the name Haven suggests, this 
self-sufficient community experienced a temporary reprieve from racial prejudice from 
the "outside" world as well as from their own people. However, not unlike the 
dissolution of the Bottom community, Haven soon became susceptible to erasure after 
the Depression and WW II , so the sons of the founding fathers of Haven relocate and 
rename the community Ruby: "Loving what Haven had been- the idea of it and its 
reach- they carried that devotion, gentling and nursing it from Bataan to Guam, from 
lwo Jima to Stuttgart, and they made up their minds to do it again" (6). 
Determined to keep the stories of their ancestors alive, and to prohibit further 
racial oppression or erasure, the founding families of Ruby imagine and construct their 
isolated and self-sufficient community as a memorial to the past. The town name, Ruby, 
for instance, commemorates the woman it was named after. A sister of the Morgan 
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twins, Ruby became ill on the journey out of Haven. The brothers brought her to an all-
white hospital so she could be examined by a doctor, but she died in the waiting room 
while a nurse was trying to reach a veterinarian (113). While the town name keeps the 
memory of Ruby Morgan alive, it also "recalls through her the rejection and racism that 
necessitates this now fiercely separate community" (Matus 157 -8). 
The most poignant symbol of the community of Ruby is the Oven, but its 
meaning and value differs among the community members. According to the twins, 
Deacon and Steward Morgan, two of the founding members of Ruby, the Oven is a 
sacred object. First built by their ancestors in 1890 in Haven, the Oven is a memorial to 
the "Old Fathers"' dream of paradise: a self-sufficient community, ostracized by others, 
but sanctioned by God. Once they had settled their town, the patriarchs of Haven built 
the Oven close to the river, and in that place the community came together; the Oven 
became a communal object as well as a place. The "Old Fathers" put "most of their 
strength into constructing the huge, flawlessly designed Oven that both nourished them 
and monumentalized what they had done" (Paradise 6-7). The members of Haven 
congregated at the Oven for celebratory feasts, and here the people "gathered for talk, 
for society and the comfort of hot game" (15). Both Deek and Steward remember these 
gatherings at the Oven, and it was here that they heard the stories of their elders, 
stories which reminded them of their ancestors hardships, and of the need to remain 
separate from the world "Out There": "Ten generations had known what lay Out There: 
space, once beckoning and free, became unmonitored and seething; became a void 
where random and organized evil erupted when and where it chose (16). This particular 
view of space as an unknowable and unpredictable void instills fear in Haven's 
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descendants. As a way to ensure safety for its members and their children, the Haven 
community sought to remain a cohesive collective, separate from all others, and 
passed down this communal lifestyle to its younger generations. By designating and 
sanctifying an object like the Oven, and by erecting it in a place where the community 
members could gather together, the elders of Haven attempted to give their community 
a sense of comfort and security. This construction of a known and definable place also 
gave the community a distinctive identity. 
Before the nine families relocated to Ruby, the men lovingly dismantled the 
Oven, brick by brick, and "packed it in straw like it was a mewing lamb" (86). The 
relocation of this sacred, communal object to the town of Ruby was considered 
necessary for the survival of the community. The Oven not only symbolizes a 
communal history of survival, but its inscription, whose interpretation is contested 
throughout the novel, serves as a kind of mission statement for the people of Ruby. 
Although no one knows where he got the phrase, the Morgans' grandfather engraved 
the inscription on the lip of the Oven: "Beware the Furrow of His Brow" (86). To the 
male elders of Ruby, the inscription is more than a motto; it is a command. The words 
are either "an injunction to live within God's ways, or a warning to those who originally 
spurned the blue-black-skinned families and forced them to found their own town" 
(Matus 161 ). 
However, after many years of use, the first six letters on the Oven have worn off, 
and its message has become less clear. Furthermore, the value of the Oven as a 
communal place has diminished. It was once used as a meeting place after baptisms in 
the river, but when Mount Calvary Baptist Church got their own inside pool , the newly-
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redeemed did not need the Oven as a "place" to warm up and celebrate. With 
advances in technology, all the families in Ruby had their own kitchens; as a result, the 
Oven was no longer used as a "place" to congregate, eat, and tell stories. Deek 
Morgan's wife, Soane, views the Oven as an unnecessary monument, and she recalls 
the resentment she and the other women felt when it was packed up for the move to 
Ruby. She and the other women resented the space given to the disassembled Oven, 
for they would have preferred to bring along a few extra sacks of seed or even a little 
more furniture. Once the families arrived in Ruby, the women resented the time given 
to the reconstruction of the Oven, for in their new environment there was much to be 
done in order to feel settled (Paradise 1 03). 
However, in the novel's present, the 1970's, the youth "hang out" at the Oven 
and soon begin to take an interest in its meaning for them. They want to give the Oven 
a name: "Like not American. Like African" (104). Like their elders, they desire to remain 
separate in their identity, separate from what is "Out There," but merely outsmarting 
whites was not enough: "They had to be told, rejected, confronted" (1 04). A symbol for 
this type of confrontation is found on the Oven itself. On the back wall of the Oven, 
somebody painted a jet-black fist with blood-red fingernails (1 01 ). None of the 
teenagers take responsibility for the fist, but "more shocking than collective denial was 
the refusal to remove it" (1 01 ). Confounded by the elders' interpretation of the 
engraved inscription, they see that perhaps this black fist more accurately symbolizes 
their view of their own function. They cannot believe that their God would want them to 
be fearful , to be on guard, '"to always be ducking and diving, trying to look out every 
minute in case He's getting ready to throw something at [them], keep [them] down"' 
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(Paradise 84). In an effort to try and make sense of their roles as God's people, the 
youth want the inscription to read "Be the Furrow of His Brow" (87). With this new 
interpretation they feel they can be, as a people, God's voice, instrument, justice, and 
retribution (87). 
This attempt to change the meaning of their spectacular history, to make Ruby's 
sacred memorial to that history speak to its youth, unsettles the founding elders of the 
community. The founding families are more than comfortable with their cultural identity 
in a space that keeps them safe and protected from what is "Out There." Furthermore, 
they are comfortable with the Oven, "a utility [that] became a shrine" (1 03), for it 
represents such an identity in a concrete form: fixed, stable and unchanging. This type 
of cultural identity may be defined as "a shared culture, a sort of collective 'one true 
self ... which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common"(Stuart Hall, 
"Cultural Identity and Diaspora" 393). This conception of cultural identity is one which 
provides "stable, unchanging frames of reference and meaning" (393). This limited 
definition of cultural identity highlights similarity among people, and implies that there is 
some sort of "fixed origin to which we can make some final and absolute Return" (395). 
This view undeniably serves a purpose for the unification of an oppressed group of 
people, such as the members up in the Bottom or the founders of Haven but, as Hall 
points out, this "essential identity'' is an historical construction and, like anything 
historical, must "undergo constant transformation" (394). In other words, cultural 
identities, "far from being eternally fixed in some essentialised past ... are subject to 
the continuous 'play' of history, culture, and power'' (394). This alternative definition of 
cultural identity is best described as a position of "'becoming' as well as of 'being"' 
(394). Instead of thinking of cultural identity as an already accomplished fact, "we 
should think, instead, of identity as a 'production' which is never complete, always in 
process . .. not an essence but a positioning" ( Hall 392,395). 
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The Oven, a symbol of a fixed, stable, unchanging cultural identity, has been 
subject to the "play'' of history, culture, and power. Its purpose and place in the 
community has changed over time, just as its inscription has become obscured, and its 
meaning in the community has come under scrutiny. The youth of Ruby, listened to and 
supported by the baptist minister, Richard Misner, acknowledge the impacts of history, 
on the Oven as well as on the community itself. Despite their existence in this small , 
isolated town, they seem to embrace the notion of cultural identity as a positioning. 
This view challenges Ruby's founders and draws attention to the "impossibility of 
denying change and the importance of reinterpreting tradition" (Matus 160). 
Furthermore, the youth's new ideas and collective desires with regard to the "place" of 
the Oven and the interpretation of its inscription, speak to the importance of "seeing 
new significance in traditional accounts and artefacts" (161 ). Richard Misner's 
reflections on Ruby's inability to break free from its past point to its inability to live in 
the present or plan for the future: 
Over and over and with the least provocation, they pulled 
from their stock of stories tales about the old folks .. .. 
Dangerous confrontations, clever maneuvers. Testimonies 
to endurance, wit, skill and strength. Tales of luck and outrage. 
But why were there no stories to tell of themselves? About their 
own lives they shut up. Had nothing to say, pass on. As though 
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past heroism was enough of a future to live by. As though, rather 
than children, they wanted duplicates. (Paradise 161) 
Ruby's exclusivity and racial pride stems from a history of oppression. Out of 
fear and hatred the "Old Fathers" of Haven equated their dark skin with virtue and 
shunned any lighter-skinned African-Americans. Further, they attempted to prevent 
marriages that invited partners from "Out There" who were not dark enough. These 
boundaries, constructed out of a similar prejudice demonstrated by the residents of 
Fairly, are consistently reconstructed and dramatized by the children of Ruby in the 
annual Christmas pageant. In a strange configuration of recent history and biblical 
mythology, this yearly presentation conflates the story of Ruby's ancestors with the 
story of the birth of Christ. The "disallowing" is incorporated into the story as the 
children act out how there was "no room in the inn" for God's family. Instead of one 
innkeeper, there are four to represent the residents of Fairly, and instead of one Mary 
and Joseph, there are seven, to represent the founding families. Originally, there were 
nine families, but each time one of the members of those families married outside the 8-
rock blood, they lost their place in the sacred ceremony. 7 Patricia Best's father, Roger, 
was "the first to violate the blood rule" (195) and, as a result, Patricia is never really 
accepted into the community, neither is her daughter, Billie Delia. In one of her journal 
entries, addressed to her dead mother, Patricia writes, "'they looked down on you, 
Mama, I know it, and despised Daddy for marrying a wife with no last name, a wife 
7 
In Patricia Best' s genealogy of the history of the nine founding families, she uses the abbreviation 
8-R to stand for eight-rock, "a deep deep level in the coal mines" (Paradise 193). Eight-rock 
describes the ' 'blue-black people, tall and graceful, whose clear, wide eyes gave no sign of what 
they really felt about those who weren't 8-rock like them" (193). 
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without people, a wife of sunlight skin, a wife of racial tampering"' (197). 
Intent on keeping these blood rules intact, and in an effort to prevent the 
scattering that occurred in Haven after WW II , the elder male members of Ruby make a 
point of protecting their women by providing a space that is free from "predators." Right 
from the beginning, Ruby's people were "free and protected" (8). A sleepless woman 
felt safe to walk the streets at night, for "nothing for ninety miles around thought she 
was prey'' (8). Without fear, she could meander up and down the streets, and think of 
"food preparations, war, of family things, or lift her eyes to the stars and think of nothing 
at all" (8). This free and protected space purports to meet the best interests of the 
women of Ruby, but ultimately the boundaries surrounding such a space are 
constructed to reassure the men, and they are able to maintain their power over the 
women, for "certainly there wasn't a slack or sloven woman anywhere in town" (8). In 
stark contrast to the domineering, orderly, "paradisaical" town of Ruby with its 
supposed pure and pious women, is the Convent. 
Seventeen miles from Ruby, the Convent is occupied by a group of women, a 
female community, "not consciously aiming to be a haven, but approaching that state 
by offering its inhabitants what they need most" (Matus 157). The five women who live 
in the Convent come from diverse places: the East coast, urban centers, and South 
America. They do not have a shared history or a shared ancestry. However, what they 
do share is a desire for a place to rest, a place to heal. 
Not unlike Ruby, the Convent has been affected by history. However, this 
history is in no way memorialized. The building itself used to be an embezzler's 
mansion, a huge residence designed to protect him from his pursuers but also 
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designed to entertain his friends: it has "eight bedrooms, two giant bathrooms, a cellar 
of storerooms that occupied as much space as the first floor " (Paradise 71 ). After his 
arrest, four Catholic nuns bought the building and set up a school for Arapaho girls. For 
thirty years, the sisters sought to convert these girls to Christianity. Besides offering 
them "the privilege of knowing the one and only God," the sisters also took it upon 
themselves to "alter [the girls'] diets, their clothes, their minds; to help them despise 
everything that had once made their lives worthwhile" (227). 
However, Connie, the sole surviving resident of "CHRIST THE KING SCHOOL 
FOR NATIVE GIRLS" (224), commonly called the Convent, has inadvertently re-
constituted the purpose or function of this place, for in the novel's present, the 
boundaries dictating \Nho is welcome and who is not have become permeable. Unlike 
the town of Ruby, which does not even have a diner for travelers, the Convent has 
become a refuge for the lost, the troubled, and the abandoned. Its members, all women 
of varying ages and differing backgrounds, enjoy the bounty of the gardens, the 
spaciousness of the building, and Consolata's consoling presence. Further, they feel 
free to come and go as they please. Never intending to stay for longer than a few days, 
these women, in search of something they long for, love, security, refuge, and 
acceptance, find it in varying degrees. 
Significantly though, it is not necessarily the "place" that offers this to them. It is 
through their social interactions with each other, as nurturing or as difficult as they 
often are, that the space itself is created. Because this space is not constituted by 
social interactions that are oppressive (even certain members of Ruby are pulled to the 
Convent) its inhabitants have an opportunity to explore their sometimes horrific pasts 
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and engage in healing practices that may help them with their futures. There is power 
here, but Consolata's power as leader and healer is one which embraces rather than 
banishes. For example, Consolata leads the women in rituals designed to alleviate 
emotional and spiritual pain. During a spiritual ceremony, perhaps derived in part from 
her South American culture, she has each woman lie down on the cold marble floor of 
the cellar. Here she outlines their bodies with chalk, and encourages them to feel their 
particular pain, tell their particular stories, and dream out loud. As months pass, the 
women decorate their silhouettes with drawings, symbols which speak to their 
individual lives. For example, Seneca, who has a history of mutilating her body with 
knife-made markings, "chose instead to mark the open body lying on the cellar floor'' 
(Paradise 265). During these creative healing rituals, the women begin to tell their 
painful stories and they learn more about each other and more about themselves. 
The most significant difference between the two communities lies in their 
identities. As mentioned above, Ruby has what Jill Matus calls a "blood fetish" (159). 
Intent on protecting their blood lines from the forces "Out There," Ruby's inhabitants 
have established a cultural identity that they hope will secure the "paradise" they have 
imagined and constructed. However, Morrison does not racially identify the women in 
the Convent (aside from Connie/Consolata who was brought out of the slums from 
somewhere in South America by a Catholic nun). But, she does signal , from the 
powerful opening paragraph, that one of the women is white: 
They shoot the white girl first. With the rest they can take their 
time. No need to hurry out here. They are seventeen miles from 
a town which has ninety miles between it and any other. Hiding 
places will be plentiful in the Convent, but there is time and the 
day has just begun. (Paradise 3) 
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This opening paragraph also signals that "color'' is not a concern among the women of 
the Convent. However, it is clearly an important and threatening problem for the killers. 
Although Morrison gives clues along the way, she does not make the women's 
racial identities a factor in defining or describing their personalities, their desires, or 
their behaviors. The refusal to signify the Convent's members' identities through racial 
terms is intentional. In a conversation with Bill Moyers in 1989, for example, Toni 
Morrison speaks about her desire to write in a way that does not rely on racialized 
discourse: "'What I really want to do, and expect to do, is not identify my characters by 
race . . . can you think what it would mean for me and my relationship to language and 
to texts to be able to write without having to always specify to the reader the race of the 
characters?"' (266). Furthermore, in Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary 
Imagination, Morrison articulates how she wishes to challenge racialized discourse: 
"The kind of work I have always wanted to do requires me to learn how to maneuver 
ways to free up the language from its sometimes sinister, frequently lazy, almost always 
predictable employment of racially informed and determined chains" (xi). Even though 
Morrison is challenging racial hierarchies in Paradise, she is also pointing to how 
racialized language is a crucial means whereby such hierarchies are imagined and 
constructed. In addition, by juxtaposing the two communities, Morrison points to the 
dangerous limitations inherent in defining boundaries based on blood lines. 
As a way to explain the disturbing events and problems surrounding the 
meaning and purpose of the Oven, Ruby's leaders decide that the unconventional 
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behaviors of the Convent women have had a detrimental impact on their tightly-knit 
community. Just as the members of the Bottom spread rumors about Sula, Ruby's 
members whisper rumors about the Convent women. The inhabitants of Ruby seek to 
explain the current difficulties they have encountered within the community. They are 
searching for answers to the unrest they have witnessed in their youth, in the newly 
married, and in the newly born: "Four damaged infants were born in one family. 
Daughters refused to get out of bed. Brides disappeared on their honeymoons. Two 
brothers shot each other on New Year's Day" (11 ). Further, the surprising and 
threatening occurrences at the Oven were troubling to Ruby's members:" . . . the one 
thing that connected all these catastrophes was in the Convent. And in the Convent 
were those women" ( 11 ) . 
Rather than "extending a hand in fellowship or love" (275) to their distant 
neighbors, the men of Ruby decide to annihilate what they perceive to be the source of 
their community's struggles: "They mapped defense instead and honed evidence for its 
need, till each piece fit an already polished groove" (275). Similar to the ways in which 
the Bottom community manufactured reasons for their hatred towards Sula, Ruby's 
leaders attempt to justify the need for violent measures. As Jill Matus points out, "the 
convent women become scapegoats not only for every aberration in Ruby's family life, 
but also for the unsettling militancy and disobedience of the young people who hang 
out at the town's sacred monument- the Oven" (160). One July day, just before dawn, 
nine Ruby men assassinate all five women. According to Patricia Best, the reasons for 
such a violent act are threefold: "[N]ine 8-rocks murdered five harmless women (a) 
because the women were impure (not 8-rock); (b) because the women were unholy 
(fornicators at the least, abortionists at the most); and (c) because they could- which 
was what being an 8-rock meant to them" (297). 
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In a moving passage about the imminent demise of Ruby, Richard Misner 
reflects on how its members have succumbed to the strategies of their oppressors. In 
an effort to resist further oppression, Ruby's elders, like their ancestors, maintained a 
communal lifestyle separate from the world "out there." But as Misner laments, "they 
think they have outfoxed the whiteman when in fact they imitate him" (306). In an 
attempt to protect their wives and children these men have, in their selfishness, 
"maimed them" (306). They have absorbed "an old hatred" that was once directed at 
themselves, and have taken it to "another level" (306). The "hard-won heaven" they 
sought to create and defend is "defined only by the absence of the unsaved, the 
unworthy, and the strange" (306). However, rather than cultivating a hatred for these 
people, Misner decides to stay, to witness the inevitable changes that will occur. 
Although Misner views his decision to stay as a "battle, " he believes that there is no 
other kind of battle more worthwhile. 
Once again, Morrison demonstrates how history, how the impacts of culture and 
power, ultimately transform communities. Even though Ruby was initially constructed 
out of a desire to deal with racist oppression, and to resist erasure, its "hard-won 
heaven" with religious and racial boundaries cannot transcend history. Morrison 
suggests that a "paradise" constructed on the basis of exclusivity cannot survive. This 
is most evident in the final passage of Paradise. Undoubtedly, this passage is one of 
Consolata's dreams of a temporary place where both the saved and the unsaved may 
rest: 
When the ocean heaves sending rhythms of water ashore, 
Piedade looks to see what has come. Another ship, perhaps, 
but different, heading to port, crew and passengers, lost and 
saved, atremble, for they have been disconsolate for some 
time. Now they will rest before shouldering the endless work 
they were created to do down here in Paradise. (318) 
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Toni Morrison's fictional communities, the proud, 8-rock black people of Ruby, 
the neighborhood up in the Bottom, and the black members of Lorain, construct their 
identities, in part, out of a resistance to racial and economic oppression. Even though 
they have migrated from the historically oppressive southern United States, the black 
members of Lorain, in The Bluest Eye, are affected by the white dominant society's 
discourses on consumerism, a preferred racial beauty, and class. Some members, like 
Pauline and Pecola, are ostracized and ridiculed by their neighbors and they succumb 
to these discourses as a way to deal with the absence of communal acceptance. In 
Sula, the Bottom community is geographically and symbolically peripheral to the 
dominant culture. However, even though they are economically disadvantaged, they 
construct a somewhat unified communal identity, and they collectively confront their 
oppression in order to make future envisionings of self-sufficient communities possible. 
The self-sufficient community of Ruby constructs its version of "paradise" and its 
boundaries out of a fear for what lies "Out There. " According to Ruby's male elders, 
the biggest threat to their community lies seventeen miles away in a place called the 
Convent. However, Morrison suggests that the ultimate threat to Ruby's survival lies 
elsewhere. Even though most of her novels address the importance of remembering the 
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past as a way to carry on in the present and future, in Paradise Morrison suggests that 
it is dangerous to memorialize certain stories of the past. Ruby has memorialized its 
history, and in its refusal to acknowledge the importance of the impacts of the present 
(represented by Ruby's youth and the alternative "paradise" offered at the Convent) it 
has imitated the oppressive behaviors it initially despised. 
CHAPTER TWO: 
HISTORY, MEMORY, AND STORYTELLING: COMMUNAL SURVIVAL 
I use this phrase "bear witness" to explain what my work is for. 
I have this creepy sensation ... of loss. Like something is either 
lost, never to be retrieved, or something is about to be lost and 
will never be retrieved ... somebody has to tell somebody some-
thing. (Toni Morrison quoted in Matus 13) 
Most of Toni Morrison's novels are a "re-telling" in both their structure and 
content. Her stories reveal specific communal events and communal experiences, 
particular to African-Americans, and yet the ways in which they are narrated are as 
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equally significant as the details themselves. For example, The Bluest Eye begins with 
the phrase "quiet as its kept" (6). This phrase has a colloquial sound to it; furthermore, 
it signals a narrative that "announces something more than a secret shared, but a 
silence broken, a void filled, an unspeakable thing spoken at last" (Toni Morrison, 
"Unspeakable Things Unspoken" 22). "Quiet as its kept," a phrase used to point to 
secrets, also signals something about the "teller." There is the "assumption (on the 
part of the reader) that the teller is on the inside, knows something others do not, and is 
going to be generous with this privileged information" (21 ). Morrison's narrative 
strategy pulls readers into the story, and allows them not only to witness events, but to 
participate in stories which are usually withheld. The ways in which Morrison invites 
participation, on behalf of her readers, varies. One of the ways she does this is by 
outlining the basic plot of the story, sometimes within the first few pages. In so doing, 
Morrison challenges her readers to put aside pre-conceived assumptions about the 
origins of violence, or communal and familial relations and responsibilities, to name a 
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few, and to read on in order to better understand the context in which specific 
interactions take place. The Bluest Eye, for instance, begins with a short summary of 
Pecola's demise, and the rest of the narrative expands on the story, even though 
"[t]here is really nothing more to say" (6). However, while the narrator signals an 
explanation for the events she quickly determines the difficulty involved in such an 
explanation: "[S]ince why is difficult to handle, one must take refuge in how' (6). 
Similarly, Sula's nostalgic beginning points to the end of the Bottom community 
and signals a narrative which will explain the details. The opening paragraph not only 
points to the impacts of history and power on this neighborhood, but also the 
importance of recording such a history. However, far from being a chronological tale of 
events, as the chapter headings imply, the narrative structure of Sula is non-linear. 
Morrison conflates the beginning with the end, the present with the past: "The then is in 
the now; the now in the then; and the teller spins ever-intricate webs of connectiveness, 
until the web is completed or broken" (Christian 76). Sula's narrative structure and oral 
tone may be compared with the stories of African folklore: "It is as if we were hearing an 
old African folktale- mythological in tone- in which content revitalizes an empty 
terminological system" (76). By using chronological markers, Morrison points to the 
way in which history is usually written; however, she then subverts the chronological 
order and focuses on the significance of events in their historical context. 
In Jazz, the narrator outlines the story of Joe's affair and its murderous end, 
Violet's violent response, and the community's outrage all in the first paragraph; the 
rest of the novel is an explication of the details. Once again, Morrison signals the 
importance of the "telling" of the story and not just its main events or eventual 
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outcomes.1 Once again, she invites her readers to participate in the complex process 
of understanding, and making meaning from, the events by providing detailed historical 
contexts for various community members' actions. Clearly, along with space and place, 
history, memory, and storytelling have an important function in Morrison's writing. 
These elements are not only evident in her narrative strategies, but they are also 
essential components in the construction, function, identity, and survival of her fictional 
communities. 
In a 1986 interview with Christina Davis, Morrison discusses her conception of 
her responsibility as a writer. She states that the "reclamation of the history of black 
people in this country is paramount in its importance" (224). Consequently, the work for 
her as a writer involves an identification of those who have gone before and an 
acknowledgment of what they have experienced. In this process of reclamation, 
Morrison seeks to "resummon" those people in order to confirm and affirm their 
historical experiences as black people living in the United States (225). Frustrated by 
the ways in which American historians have distorted and, in some cases, erased 
certain African-American histories, Morrison states that the presence and the 
"heartbeat" of black people have been "systematically annihilated in many, many ways 
and the job of recovery is ours [as writers]" (224). Although her novels explore both the 
imagination and the historical and contemporary problems of black people, she asserts 
that her work must be political. She is "not interested in indulging [her]self in some 
For an in depth analysis on Jazz' s unidentified narrator, see Michel Nowlin' s essay, "Toni 
Morrison' s Jazz and the Racial Dreams of the American Writer" American Literature 71 :1 (March 
1999): 151-173. 
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private, closed exercise of [her] imagination that fulfills only the obligation of [her) 
personal dreams" (Morrison, "Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation" 332). Rather, 
she states, "the best art is political and you ought to be able to make it unquestionably 
political and irrevocably beautiful at the same time" (332). 
Morrison's observations about the systematic erasure of African-American 
histories and the need to reclaim them, signal a concern with existing literary 
representations of the past in all of her lectures, interviews, essays, and novels. 
However, for Morrison, the novel is of primary importance. As an art form, it is not only 
the best way to pass on old stories, but it is also the best way to provide new 
information. In her essay, "Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation," Morrison 
articulates her view of the function of the novel. She states that at one time music was 
"the art form that was healing for Black people," but because that music is no longer 
"exclusively ours; we don't have exclusive rights to it" (328), the novel has become the 
most effective way to tell stories, to pass on historical communal experiences and to 
point to contemporary struggles. 
Morrison acknowledges the fact that people no longer sit around and tell stories 
to one another or "tell their children those classical, mythological archetypal stories that 
we heard years ago" (328). As a result, she seeks to incorporate the oral tradition of 
storytelling in her writing so that her stories may not only be read, but heard as well. In 
other words, she wants to create a reading experience that involves the speaker, or the 
artist, and the reader, or the listener, so that the connection between the two can 
expand beyond the printed page. Morrison compares the effect she wants to create 
with that of the preacher. She feels that her writing should make her readers feel 
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something "profoundly in the same way that a Black preacher requires his congregation 
to speak, to join him in the sermon, to behave in a certain way .. . to expand on the 
sermon that is being delivered" (328). As an artist, she works to construct a 
relationship with the reader or the audience, one that encourages the reader to "work 
with the author in the construction of the book" because, to her, "what is left out is as 
important as what is there" (328). 
What does this type of relationship accomplish? How does a reader participate 
in the construction of a story?2 Morrison challenges her readers to not only read, or 
listen to, her stories, but also to respond to them. For example, she compels us to 
confront and critique our presumptions about the "tidiness" of linear, chronological 
narratives. She compels us to examine our idealistic notions of the importance of a 
"well-functioning," congruent, or consistent community. Furthermore, she compels us 
to pay attention to her language, what she calls "unpoliced," "seditious," 
"confrontational," and "unmasking" language (Morrison, "Unspeakable Things 
Unspoken" 11 ). These adjectives, used to describe the function of the language of 
many African-American novels, express resistance. When we pay attention to the ways 
she uses language to point to a diversity of African-American experiences, to racist and 
economic oppression, or to the negotiations involved in constructing communal 
identities, for example, we are participating in the complex process necessary in 
2 
In his book, Literary Theory: An Introduction, Terry Eagleton articulates the complex processes 
involved in reading. Drawing on reception theories developed by Roland Barthes and Wolfgang 
Iser, Eagleton asserts that the process of reading is always a complex and dynamic movement. He 
states, "reading is not a straightforward linear movement, a merely cumulative affair .. . . As we 
read on we shed assumptions, revise beliefs, make more and more complex inferences and 
anticipations" (77). Although readers ' 'bring to the work certain 'pre-understandings,"' our 
expectations become "modified by what we learn" during the reading process (77). 
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understanding, responding to, and making meaning from, her stories. 
In Jazz, for instance, the narrator attempts to create a relationship with the 
reader. Although the narrator is obviously the storyteller, he/she becomes surprised by 
the final outcome of her/his own story and realizes the need for further investigation. 
For example, the narrator invites the readers to not only contemplate what we have 
read, but to also do something with the story:" ... make me, remake me. You are free 
to do it and I am free to let you because look, look. Look where your hands are. Now'' 
(229). This invocation, to "remake" the story, to respond by being involved, or even to 
pass it on, is a challenge. Morrison's narrator challenges us to put aside our 
presumptions about the relationship between cause and effect, or our preconceived 
notions about victims and aggressors, for instance, and instead insists we reexamine 
the ways in which we read, understand, and respond. 
Hailed by critics as her most "self-consciously 'literary' fiction," Jazz is Morrison's 
most "accessible novel, brimming with story, a frisky tempo, and a gracefully simple 
lyricism" (Nowlin 155). Published in 1992, Jazz takes place during the time of the 
Harlem Renaissance, a time when Harlem was the focus of literary attention and 
representation, and when jazz music was being played and recorded by black people in 
the United States. This novel captures, with intimate detail , the fictional lives of Joe 
and Violet Trace as witnessed by an interested community member. The unidentified 
narrator reconstructs what she/he knows about these people from bits of memory, 
news, and gossip. But, for the most part, the narrator bases the story on speculation, 
or as the title suggests, on a kind of improvisation similar to the type used in creating 
and performing jazz music. Indeed, the narrative strategies in Jazz approximate jazz 
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music since this type of music involves improvisation, a freedom of expression, but one 
which involves a great deal of risk (Matus 124). Just as a jazz musician plays the 
basic pattern, or the head, and takes off into a solo based on the primary chords in the 
melody, Jazz's narrator improvises, takes a certain amount of risks, and "respond[s] 
spontaneously to what emerges in the creation" (123). In telling the story, the narrator, 
however knowledgeable he/she may be about the characters, learns to "play'' or 
improvise with his/her subjects' thoughts, feelings, and histories. In a brief preface to a 
story about Violet's upbringing, for example, the narrator comments upon how "risky'' it 
is to "figure out anybody's state of mind" (Jazz 137). However, he/she states that it is 
"worth the trouble" even if all of the facts are unknown for "it's not hard to imagine what 
it must have been like" (137). Such a statement not only points to the imperative role 
the imagination plays in telling a compelling story, but it also speaks to the narrator's 
knowledge about Violet's southern culture and possible history. Furthermore, it 
provides insight into the narrator's own identity for we can imagine that this narrator is 
familiar with such a traumatic history, or perhaps has had similar experiences. In 
addition, the narrator's improvisation points to the importance of remembering or re-
telling histories which help to explain present situations, namely Violet's feelings of 
displacement and disorientation. 
Aside from being a self-conscious narrative which employs improvisational 
elements common in jazz music, this novel, along with Morrison's other novels, 
functions as a form of "cultural memory" (Matus 1 ). Morrison narrates her stories 
"across the breaks in history .. . to express the meaning of the lives of particular black 
Americans and of African Americans in America" (Jones 1 ). Furthermore, because of 
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their engagement with African-American past histories, Morrison's novels "testify to 
historical trauma" (Matus 1 ). However, Jazz is set during a pivotal moment in African-
American history (the Harlem Renaissance) and, according to the history books, this 
movement is not characterized by trauma, but is often recognized to have been a 
liberatory moment for black scholars, writers, and artists. Among other subjects, this 
period's literary and artistic expression was most commonly grounded in a desire to 
erase "'slavery from the minds, spirits, and characters of African-Americans"' (Nathan 
Huggins quoted in Matus 127), and to more fully represent "the Negro's" lived 
experiences. Zora Neale Hurston, for example, was a prolific writer during this time, 
and her fiction and collections of folklore sought to celebrate and reaffirm black culture 
by portraying black life through representations of southern black experiences (Bjork 
23). 
However, despite its historical setting, Jazz is not specifically concerned with 
this particular cultural movement. Rather, Morrison focuses on "ordinary" black people 
living in Harlem's urban environment. Morrison's comments on the Harlem 
Renaissance as an African-American literary and artistic movement reveal her 
suspicions about its power and initiatives: "I'm not sure that the other Renaissance, the 
Harlem one, was really ours. I think in some ways it was but in some ways it was 
somebody else's interest in it that made it exist" (Davis 233). Instead of writing about 
the intellectuals and poets of the time, Morrison chooses to focus her story upon 
working-class African-Americans. 
Unlike some of the writing by her male predecessors, Morrison's fiction 
addresses communal historical experiences. In other words, unlike the novels of 
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Richard Wright or Ralph Ellison whose main characters "conform to the mythic 
American tradition of self reliance and individualism," Morrison's narratives depict a 
more balanced view of black people and culture by presenting the "multiplicities of daily 
living" (Bjork 27 -8). Further, by placing her characters and communities within 
significant historical contexts, from slavery, to the Harlem Renaissance, to the Civil 
Rights Movement, Morrison provides her readers with a much needed look at how 
history and power affect black communities' identities, social and political functions, 
and survival. 
Morrison's last three novels are especially focused on historical moments. 
Inspirations for Beloved, Jazz, and Paradise were derived, in part, from historical 
documents. While editing a collection of genealogies and histories about black 
communities called The Black Book, Morrison came across a newspaper article about a 
black woman named Mary Garner. This woman killed her children in order to prevent 
their enslavement and served time in prison for her crime: stolen property. This story 
became the impetus for Beloved. Morrison wrote the foreward to The Harlem Book of 
the Dead, a collection of photos and poems published in 1978. One the photographs 
was of a woman who had been shot by her lover, and this document became the 
inspiration for Jazz (Matus 15-16). While leafing through a book about early 
settlements in the American west called Ghost Towns of Oklahoma, Morrison noticed a 
scarcity in the documentation of all-black communities. However, she read about an 
all-female community which lasted about eight months in the late 1800's. She also 
heard a story about an all-black convent in Brazil whose members provided refuge for 
abandoned children. They practiced an Afro-Brazilian religion but were murdered by a 
group of men outraged by their spiritual customs. Although this story proved to be 
untrue, Morrison was intrigued by "what it had to say about the closeness of 
institutional and uninstitutional religion," and she explored these ideas in her latest 
novel Paradise (n9 192). While Morrison's novels represent specific events and 
fictional individual and communal experiences, they also incorporate historical 
moments and movements which have had profound effects on the lives of African-
Americans. 
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In Jazz, for example, Morrison particularizes the individual lives of Joe and 
Violet Trace within their black neighborhood, but she also provides an historical context 
to their experiences, specifically their migration north. Historically, the mass movement 
of black southerners to the mid-western and northern regions of the United States is 
referred to as "The Great Migration." Nearly four million African Americans left the 
south between Reconstruction and World War II and this historical and cultural event 
had an enormous impact on the lives of many African-Americans (Denard 2). Various 
reasons are cited for the migration. In some cases, the north provided refuge for 
African-Americans because during this time there was an increase in social terrorism in 
certain areas of the south and southwest. In some sections of the United States, the 
Ku Klux Klan had a stronghold and many African-Americans fled for their lives. 
Furthermore, the pressure of failed crops and the demands of the war industry 
contributed to mass movement out of southern regions (Matus 130). However, 
according to Alain Locke, the first black Rhodes scholar, a philosophy professor at 
Harvard, and a prolific writer during the Harlem Renaissance, "the wash and rush of 
this human tide on the beach line of the northern city centers" must be explained in 
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terms of a "new vision" ( 49). African-Americans viewed life in the north as an 
opportunity for social and economic freedom, and as a chance for the improvement of 
conditions. As Locke asserts, the southerners' migration north was an act of resistance 
to further oppression, and an act of faith. 
Like the black community members in The Bluest Eye, the Harlem residents of 
Jazz move to the north with hopes of economic stability. Joe and Violet Trace make 
their trek by train to "the City" in 1906, along with many other African-Americans from 
all over the rural south, and their nervous excitement resembles the anxious 
anticipation felt by Pauline and Cholly Breedlove: "Like so many other real-life (and 
fictional) African Americans, the Traces reify the ambitions of rural blacks who believed 
that the urban North was the promised land: the land of opportunity, equality, and 
plenty'' (Barnes 286). As Jazz's narrator explains, the lure of New York City is 
powerful, for as soon as they walked off the train and their shoes hit the streets, the 
migrants knew they would never go back (Jazz 32). Some people came "on a whim," 
others "came after much planning," while still others "came for a visit and forgot to go 
back to tall cotton or short" (32). But, most importantly, people stayed because of the 
sense of belonging in an all-black neighborhood: " .. . they stayed to look at their 
number, hear themselves in an audience, feel themselves moving down the street 
among hundreds of others who moved the way they did (32-33). 
The "culturally homogenous community that persuades them to stay'' gives 
Harlem's residents a sense of collectivity (Aiwes 3). Unlike the small rural towns in the 
south, "the City" offers economic independence and an unimaginable social life: "In 
fact, there were streets where colored people owned all the stores; whole blocks of 
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handsome colored men and women laughing all night and making money all day'' (Jazz 
1 06). The writers of the Harlem Renaissance viewed this historical period as a time of 
opportunity for the development of the "New Negro."3 But, Morrison suggests that the 
socio-economic and cultural transitions with which black southern migrants were faced 
called for a re-construction of individual and communal identities. As the narrator 
explains, the southern migrants' move into "the City" causes them to think differently 
about who they are: "There, in a city, they are not so much new as themselves; their 
stronger, riskier selves" (33, emphasis added). Furthermore, the excitement, the 
fascination, and the desire "the City'' cultivates in its new members makes them "more 
like the people they always believed they were" (35). In other words, the thrill of being 
in a completely new environment causes them to believe that they are finally 
experiencing the kind of lives of which they only dreamed. Full of optimism and 
euphoria about the future, they see their individual lives in the north as a welcome 
change to conditions in the south. 
Not unlike the black community members in The Bluest Eye who succumb, in 
part, to the economic and social pressures of the predominantly white society, the 
residents of Harlem feel compelled to compete in their new consumer-driven or 
materialistic culture. In her discussion about the various stages migrants often go 
through in adjusting to new environments, Deborah H. Barnes states that Joe and 
3 
Works produced by Claude McKay, Wallace Thurman, Charles S. Johnson, Alain Locke, 
Langston Hughes, and Zora Neale Hurston, among others, address the oppressive racist 
conditions that existed for African-Americans during the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Stories and essays were written out of a desire to celebrate black culture, and the clearest 
expression of the transformation of the ''New Negro" was manifested in a prolific "outpouring of 
literature, art, and music" (Matus 127). 
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Violet initially revel in the attractions of New York City; however, "their delight helps to 
diminish the disorientation of outsider status and stimulates their desire to make the 
necessary adjustments to the new home" (289). In addition, as a way to cope in a new 
urban environment, "migrants often adjust their conduct to match local standards 
without attempting to understand the underlying cultural ideology" (289). As a result, 
the easiest way to live fully in a new environment is to learn the "culture's appropriate 
behaviors, attitudes, and responses to various social situations" (289). This is played 
out in Joe and Violet's "successful" direction up the social and economic ladder. No 
longer residents of a sharecroppers' cabin in Tyrell County, the Traces move from the 
poverty-stricken Tenderloin district, out of "the stink of Mulberry Street and Little 
Africa," beyond the reach of "the flesh-eating rats on West Fifty-third" to an uptown 
apartment on 140th Street (Jazz 127). Their final move to a larger apartment on Lennox 
Avenue secures their preferred social and economic status in the community. Joe and 
Violet also go through a series of occupations. Violet starts off as a domestic worker, 
and Joe performs odd jobs such as shoe polishing, cigar making, and fish cleaning until 
he lands a steadier job as a waiter. In order to compete with "the light-skinned renters 
who tried to keep [them] out" of the Lennox Avenue apartment, Joe takes a job as a 
bell-hop and starts a "sideline selling Cleopatra products in the neighborhood" (127, 
128). As they finally reach a more satisfactory level of economic independence, Violet 
is able to give up house cleaning and become a self-employed hairdresser. 
Morrison suggests, however, that despite Joe and Violet's difficult and hard-won 
"climb, " a fulfilling life in "the City" involves more than just economic and social survival. 
The re-construction of identity, imperative in a new environment, involves remembering 
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the past, traumatic as it might be. Violet's journey into the past begins in her fifties. 
After twenty years of working in order to achieve a certain status among community 
members, Violet's identity, her day-to-day existence, has become fragmented. Her 
daily activities are described as "a string of small, well-lit scenes" (22), and in each 
scene something is being accomplished: " . . . food things, work things; customers and 
acquaintances are encountered, places entered. But she does not see herself doing 
these things. She sees them being done" (22). For the most part, Violet keeps herself 
busy for, as the narrator explains, women like Violet would not dare to allow any space 
in their days for "the ease . .. the drift of their own thoughts" (16). Women like Violet 
"fill their mind and hands with soap and repair and dicey confrontations because what 
is waiting for them, in a suddenly idle moment, is the seep of rage. Molten. Thick and 
slow-moving. Mindful and particular about what in its path it chooses to bury'' (16). 
Along with this rage comes "a sorrow they don't know where from" (16). These feelings 
of sadness may cause a woman to "drop to the arm of the sofa, the tears coming so fast 
she needs two hands to catch them" (17). 
Even before Joe's affair with eighteen-year-old Dorcas, Violet experiences 
episodes of disorientation. Once, on her way to a hair appointment, Violet sat down in 
the middle of a busy street (17). When a policeman tried to take her away, the 
neighboring crowd carried her to the side of the street explaining that she was merely 
tired and needed rest. On a separate occasion, Violet was accused of trying to steal a 
baby. However, Violet's most memorable act of "public craziness" (22) involved 
running into the funeral parlor with a knife. In an attempt to cut the dead girl's face, 
Violet rushed to the coffin where Dorcas lay, but because of the young ushers' quick 
reflexes, she was only able to make "a little dent under her earlobe, like a fold in the 
skin that was hardly a disfigurement at all" (91 ). With much struggle, the ushers 
dragged "that kicking, growling Violet" out of the building (92). 
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Rather than feeling ashamed in front of her black neighbors, Violet feels proud 
of the strength "that Violet" (90) was able to muster in the encounter despite the 
physical power "the City'' had taken away from her. Years of work as a hairdresser had 
weakened her arms and softened the calloused skin on her fingers and palms (92). 
Life in "the City'' did not require the same kind of physical strength, "the back and arm 
power she used to boast of' (92). However, her tussle with the young ushers reminds 
her of the power she used to possess and of the body she had built by working in the 
south: "She had not been that strong since Virginia, since she loaded hay and handled 
the mule wagon like a full-grown man" (92). Violet's violent encounter with the dead 
Dorcas and her memories of her strong, physical self, initiate a path of recovery. 
Ironically, the community member Violet turns to is Dorcas' Aunt Alice. Still in 
mourning over her niece's death, Alice is reluctant to converse with the wife of Dorcas' 
killer. But, as Barnes' suggests, Alice serves as a cultural mentor because she and 
Violet are '"sisters' in age, experience, and loss" (292). In some ways, Alice 
sympathizes with Violet's anger towards Dorcas because Alice's own husband left her 
for another woman. However, the women's conversations in Alice's kitchen do not 
merely center around husbands. Alice shares her work-filled childhood with Violet and 
her bitterness about life in "the City," and Violet recalls her desire for a child as well as 
her own mother's loneliness and eventual suicide. Most importantly, when Violet asks 
for advice about what to do with her life, Alice tells Violet that she has only one life to 
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live and that it is up to her to make it: '"You want a real thing? .. . I'll tell you a real one. 
You got anything left to you to love, anything at all, do it. ... Mind what is left to you . .. 
I'm saying make it, make it"' (112-13). 
Alice's advice implies that Violet must reclaim her husband for he is all she has 
left. However, the stronger message is that Violet must reclaim the identity she lost 
when she moved to "the City." She must remember who she was before she migrated 
to the north because "without memories of a historical , cultural , and personal 
foundation, the sojourner will have no identity, no point of orientation, no way to 
proceed and nowhere from which to begin anew" (Barnes 293). Violet must re-
construct her identity by re-membering the strong, capable Violet of the past. In a 
conversation with Dorcas' friend Felice, Violet realizes that she "messed up" her life 
because she forgot it: "'Forgot it was mine. My life. I just ran up and down the streets 
wishing I was somebody else"' (Jazz 208). That "somebody else" was sometimes 
"white" or "light" or "young again" (208). But the stories her grandmother True Belle 
told her, stories about Golden Gray, a little blond child under True Belle's care, stayed 
in Violet's mind and influenced how she thought about her identity. She often thought 
of the precious, well-groomed boy as a girl, as a brother, and sometimes as a 
boyfriend, and it was as if this figured lived inside her mind "quiet as a mole" (208). 
Violet tells Felice that she had to get rid of this part of herself in order to reconstruct her 
identity: "'Now I want to be the woman my mother didn't stay around long enough to 
see .. . . The one she would have liked and the one I used to like before"' (208). 
Violet's journey into the past, one which compels her to remember that strong, 
capable Violet and to forget stories which undermine her racial identity, enable her to 
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carry on with the present. She tells the story of her "forgotten" self and shares her 
awareness about this identification process with Felice. As a result, Felice is able to 
better understand her own difficulties with her identity: "'I understood what she meant. 
About having another you inside that isn't anything like you . . .. I saw myself as 
somebody I'd seen in a picture show or a magazine"' (208-9). In telling her stories to 
Felice, Violet not only makes another connection within the community, she also 
passes on valuable information to Felice, a younger community member, about how to 
survive in "the City. " In like manner, Felice is able to help both Violet and Joe get on 
with their lives. Felice serves "as a kind of double of Dorcas . . . she provides Joe and 
Violet metaphorically with an opportunity for replay'' (Matus 143). Felice offers to bring 
her Victrola and some records to the Trace's apartment and, with the help of Felice, 
music and dancing help to bring Violet and Joe back together. 
Jazz's narrator also learns something about the power of the past, of memory 
and storytelling. Surprised by the outcome of the relationship between Violet, Joe, and 
Felice, the narrator realizes that she/he could not predict the future based on the past. 
The narrator was sure that Felice's entrance into the Traces' lives would result in the 
same kind of problems that arose before. He/she was certain that another affair and 
another murder would occur again: "I was so sure it would happen. That the past was 
an abused record with no choice but to repeat itself at the crack and no power on earth 
could lift the arm that held the needle" (Jazz 220). Through this mysterious, meddling 
narrator, Morrison points to the power of storytelling and to the possibilities of change. 4 
4 
According to Dwight McBride, storytelling and testifying are "methods of self-disclosure" which 
bear a "direct relationship to experience" (770) . He also points to the significance of such 
methods as a way to deal with racism: " .. . the fundamental way of identifying racism is by 
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Although Morrison addresses the importance of coming to terms with the traumatic and 
painful past, she also emphasizes "the development of strong individuals as the 
building blocks of social change" (Aiwes 8). In her own words, '"although history 
should not become a straitjacket, which overwhelms and binds, neither should it be 
forgotten. One must critique it [history], test it, confront it and understand it in order to 
achieve a freedom that is more than license, to achieve true, adult agency"' (quoted in 
Alwes 8). 
Without a doubt, Morrison's novels are filled with strong individuals struggling to 
achieve agency. However, her characters are often confronted with their pasts in 
challenging ways. In her 1981 publication entitled Tar Baby, for example, Morrison 
creates two unforgettably strong and, in some ways, oppositional characters. Son 
Green has become "straitjacketed" by his history, or more accurately, his memory of his 
history, whereas Jadine Childs has resisted exploring her cultural heritage. Although 
this novel does not necessarily address either the struggles or joys found in communal 
life, it does delve into how certain memories of the conceptions of community and the 
exploration of cultural "origins" help or hinder the construction of identity. 
Unlike Morrison's other novels which take place in the United States, the action 
in Tar Baby takes place primarily on Isle des Chevaliers, a French colonial island. In 
this particular space, a place of temporary refuge for many of the characters, histories 
are confronted. As the opening of the novel describes, Son enters the island setting as 
a fugitive on Margaret's boat. Jadine retreats to the island for a number of personal 
and professional reasons. Valerian and Margaret Street, after many years in business, 
narrating its instances" (773). 
have left the United States to retire on the island, and their life-long servants, Ondine 
and Sydney, travel with them. As a result, "each character, in one way or another, 
remains disconnected from identity and place, from community and memory" (Bjork 
111 ). 
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Most of Morrison's female characters in her other novels often struggle under the 
forces of colonization, namely the white, dominant society's ideals of physical beauty; 
but twenty-five-year-old Jadine is comfortable with her life in Paris as a fashion model, 
who passes for nineteen, and as an art history graduate, confident of her future. 
Jadine has been absorbed by white culture's definition of beauty, and she identifies 
with European cultural values pertaining to money, family, nature, and art (Pereira 74). 
For example, her conversation with Valerian Street about art indicates her adoption of 
Western European culture, and her sense of embarrassment located in the "poor 
quality'' of "black art." While she views African-American art as "honestly awful," she 
believes that the black artists in Europe are pitiful and pretentious (Tar Baby 74). 
Jadine is confident about her assumptions, the choices she has made in her life, and 
she is assured by her successes. However, her encounter with the African "woman in 
yellow'' sparks in her a loneliness she cannot comprehend, and this powerful image 
stays with her, forcing her to begin to confront her own cultural history and identity. 
Orphaned at a young age, Jadine's only "people" are Ondine and Sydney, her 
aunt and uncle who are domestic servants to a wealthy white couple, Valerian and 
Margaret Street. Although Ondine and Sydney "mattered a lot to her . . . what they 
thought did not" (49) and, therefore, her relationship with those who are representatives 
of her culture remains superficial. Jadine is clearly separated from "her people" in 
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terms of class as she dines with Valerian and Margaret and is waited upon by her aunt 
and uncle in the same way that they serve their employers. Ondine and Sydney regard 
Jadine as special, but their treatment of her further distances Jadine from them, rather 
than drawing her closer. Jadine does not feel obligated in any way to her relatives 
since her European education in Paris was provided by the Streets and, because "they 
had given her so much," they were "like family, almost" (90). Her strained and 
unfamiliar relationship with her relatives, and her "almost" relationship with the Streets, 
puts Jadine outside of any sense of "belonging", either within a family, or community. 
However, it is the image of the "woman in yellow" who makes Jadine feel "lonely and 
inauthentic" ( 49) at a time when her career in the fashion industry is being established. 
This woman represents for Jadine everything that she believes is authentically African. 
At this point, Jadine is about to begin the complex negotiation of identification between 
the "blackness" of her body and the cultural experiences she has undergone that locate 
her between what is black culture and white European culture. 
Jadine, caught up in confusion about her identity, looks to the past for a way to 
identify herself culturally, and is therefore drawn to the woman in yellow, for this woman 
represents an ancient African past, a past with which Jadine is unfamiliar. Although 
Jadine appraises the African woman's physical beauty as her agent might, "too much 
hip, too much bust" (45), her description of the power of the woman's presence 
indicates her fascination with what she represents. Jadine describes her as "that 
woman's woman - that mother/sister/she; that unphotographable beauty" ( 46). 
Mesmerized by the woman's stark "blackness" against the canary-yellow of her dress, 
Jadine stares at her until the woman spits in her direction. Haunted by her beauty and 
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the insult, Jadine evaluates her own "blackness," her cultural history, and her personal 
integrity. 
Without a community or even a family with which to receive a history of black 
culture, Jadine has internalized notions of blackness informed by her Europeanization. 
Until her encounter with the "woman in yellow", Jadine has been "completely oblivious 
to race, and specifically, to her African-American roots" (Hudson-Weems & Samuels 
80). The episode with the African woman, coupled with Ryk's marriage proposal, 
causes Jadine to reflect upon her "blackness" : "I wonder if the person he wants to 
marry is me or a black girl?" (TB 48). Jadine wishes she could transcend the limits of 
her body: "I want to get out of my skin and be only the person inside- not American-
not black- just me" (48). Jadine decides to get away from Paris and retreat to Isle de 
Chevaliers because she fears that her identity, informed by the ideology of Western 
individualism, is beginning to collapse. 
Beginning with the image of the "woman in yellow" and then the "night women" 
who visit her in her dreams, Jadine is being confronted with her black cultural heritage. 
According to the critics Clenora Hudson-Weems and Wilfred D. Samuels, this 
community of women represent a positive force. They are attempting to restore to her 
the "ancient properties she has lost as a result of losing touch with her culture" (91 ). 
However, are these "ancient properties" hers? And, if so, what are they? This 
interpretation implies that there is a place of origin where cultural codes that have been 
fixed in history will transcend time and place. This essentialist concept of cultural 
identity is perhaps best embodied by Son. 
Son has a particular vision of what black culture should be. His recurring 
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dreams/visions of the "yellow houses with white doors which women opened wide and 
called out, 'Come on in here, you honey you,' their laughter sprawling like a quilt" (TB 
6) points to his longing for a history of security and support. His romanticism about his 
hometown Eloe, Florida, also reveals his idealism about black culture. In his memory, 
Eloe is a place of safety and security, and it offers a respite from the pressures and 
"traps" of white culture (Werner 164). Similar to the inhabitants of Ruby in Paradise 
who construct an all-black community in an attempt to transcend the effects of history 
and power, Son memorializes the community of Eloe. Perhaps he has this view of his 
culture and his past because he wanted "some other way of being in the world" (TB 
168). Long ago he had refused to live life like those in mainstream society:" ... he 
never wanted to live in the world their way. There was something wrong with the rites. 
He had wanted another way'' (168). Son essentializes and creates his identity with a 
romanticized conception of what it is to be black, and he uses this identity as a form of 
resistance: resistance against a middle-class, mainstream lifestyle, and further 
colonization. 
Son's understanding of his place in the world, and the way he relates to those 
around him, varies. Craig H. Werner suggests that Son's perceptions of the world and 
self are constructed in "terms of relation" (164). Son has "put on" the appropriate 
"masks" in specific situations because "he did not always know who he was, but he 
always knew what he was like" (TB 165). What he reveals about himself depends upon 
his audience: "The sex, weight, the demeanor of whomever he encountered would 
inform and determine his tale" (5). However, Son believes that his vision is an 
"authentic" one and that other blacks, namely Jadine, should construct for themselves a 
similar vision of their cultural roots, a similar stand of resistance. In his final diatribe 
against Jadine's life as "mimic," Son declares, 
People don't mix races; they abandon them or pick them ... if 
you have a white man's baby, you have chosen to be just 
another mammy only you are the real mammy 'cause you had 
it in your womb and you are still taking care of white folks' 
children ... you turn little black babies into little white ones; you 
turn your black brothers into white brothers; you turn your men 
into white men. (270) 
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Son's accusations reveal his allegiance to his black cultural heritage which he views as 
frozen in time, and further reveals his refusal to live in between cultures: "'You think I 
won't do all that company shit because I don't know how? I can do anything! Anything! 
But I'll be goddamn if I'll do that!" (270). 
Son is repulsed by Jadine's version of accomplishment and success, and his 
resistance to her way of life is a product of his Southern upbringing. He does not value 
money, "eschews all 'knowledge he [cannot] witness or feel in his bones,' and distrusts 
the rituals of modern life" (Beavers 6). Son values "originality and authenticity, but he 
does so at the expense of an ability to ascertain life beyond the parameters of the 
'real"' (Beavers 6). In other words, because he is a "figure of complete liminality, living 
in the interstices between modern convention and ritual" (6), he constructs for himself a 
cultural identity based on his memories of an idealized community. Not unlike 
Morrison's other male characters, Cholly, Jude, Paul D, and Joe Trace for example, 
Son has lived a mobile life. He had to adopt a vagabond lifestyle of constant 
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movement because of his violent rage against his former wife and her lover. No longer 
welcome in Eloe, Son relies on his memories of communal life. However, his eight 
homeless years with "that great underclass of undocumented men" result in a solitary 
life (TB 166). In his lived experience, an experience quite different from the safety and 
security of community which he has memorialized, he had "chosen solitude and the 
company of other solitary people- opted for it when everybody else had long ago 
surrendered" (TB 166). 
Son views Jadine's life as a form of surrender. Because of his essentialized 
notion of identity he does not understand Jadine's life of mimicry. According to Homi 
Bhabha, mimicry is the process of "camouflaging" or "cloaking" the colonized in the 
"apparel," that is, the values, behaviors, and beliefs of the colonizer (91 ). The irony is 
that the colonial mimic can never be more than a mimic, and becomes a subject of 
"difference that is almost the same, but not quite" (86). Indeed, this is Jadine's position. 
She has been objectified by the fashion industry, and her position as cultural fetish in 
many areas, a light-skinned exotic teenager and a surrogate daughter for the Streets, 
for example, has given her an identity, but one that others have defined for her. As 
Bhabha states, "mimicry conceals no presence or identity behind its mask" (88), and 
perhaps Jadine's journey or struggle with what she calls her inauthenticity involves 
"taking off' the masks provided for her, or as her dream illustrates, her many hats. The 
dream of large hats worn by Norma Shearer, Mae West, and Jeanette MacDonald 
(movie actresses), "had shamed and repelled her so" (TB 44). This shame and 
repulsion indicate Jadine's uneasiness with her identity as she is frightened by the 
many hats, or masks that indicate her hybrid identity, as much as she fears and resists 
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a limited and essentialized identity espoused by Son. 
However, at the end of the story, after a hard and bitter relationship with Son, 
Jadine realizes something about her identity and chooses to act: "She would go back to 
Paris and begin at Go. Let loose the dogs, tangle with the woman in yellow- with her 
and all the night women who had looked at her . . . no more dreams of safety .. . she 
was the safety she longed for'' (290). Her action has thereby deflected the "look", the 
"gaze" that for so long had arrested the development of her subjectivity. Jadine has 
moved from a position of colonial mimicry that has defined her as a colonial object, to a 
subject position where she begins to recognize her identity as a process. And although 
many critics perceive Jadine's return to Paris as an act of disregard for her "ancient 
properties" and a rejection of her "blackness," I feel that Jadine, no longer repressed, 
fearful or unaware of her objectification, has realized that she has the knowledge and 
ability to construct her identity based on her own version of her cultural roots, her 
history, and her ongoing experiences. She can claim a degree of agency through 
forms of resistance to European culture, and to essentialized notions of cultural 
identity. 
On the other hand, Son continues to base his identity on the familiar, safe, and 
unchanging memory of life in Eloe: "Although his nostalgia for Eloe provides him with 
ways to resist the seduction of Jadine' lifestyle, ultimately . .. he fails to recognize that 
Eloe is more memory than reality" (Beavers 6). Furthermore, "Son's life is the product 
of his nostalgia, not his resistance to a bourgeois sensibility" (6). Son's identity, 
"rooted" in a nostalgic and essentialized past, is a product not a process, and limits his 
abilities to achieve agency. Although Jadine has come to view her cultural identity in 
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this way, as an ongoing process, Son is "blinded" by his perception of the way things 
"should" be, and is destined to join the nameless horsemen on Isle des Chevalier. As 
Therese says, '"the men are waiting for you .. .. You can choose now" (TB 306). 
Once again, Son joins a legion of "undocumented" men, but this time they are 
the "blind" and "naked" who "race those horses like angels all over the hills where the 
rain forest is" (306). Mobile again, Son's retreat into the island's interior raises 
questions. But as Terry Otten explains, "Morrison allows Son no victory separate from 
the timeless world of legend and darkness" as he retreats "from a world where he can 
find no reconciliation" (111 ). Similar to his retreat into the comfort and safety of his 
memories of the unchanging and timeless community of Eloe, Son's final refuge is one 
that resists a materialistic dominant culture, but also one which is based, once again, 
on nostalgia. Although it remains unclear whether or not Jadine will be able to benefit 
from a sense of belonging often found in communal life, her decision to "begin at Go" 
points to her determination to live in the present, with some recognition of the past. 
But, Son's insistence on a life informed by a romanticized version of the past indicates 
that he will continue to be disconnected from any sense of identity or community for he 
is unable to "distinguish between that which is real and that which is not" (Beavers 6). 
The subject of Morrison's prize-winning novel, the acclaimed Beloved which was 
first published in 1987, continues these themes of disconnectedness; however, in this 
novel, the trauma of slavery and its aftermath are the primary reasons for the 
fragmentation of individual and communal identities. In Beloved, the characters' pasts 
are "radically dissociated from their present lives" but they "engage in extended and 
intensive reworkings of the past that lead toward their recoveries" (Page 133). 
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Like many other African-American writers, Morrison points to diverse histories of 
black people in America through ancestral characters, and these figures, in part, initiate 
paths of recovery. The stories they share, the wisdom they pass on, have the ability to 
provide community members with a sense of collectivity and continuity. In her essay, 
"Rootedness: The Ancestor as Foundation," Morrison states that many black writers, 
from Ralph Ellison to Toni Cade Bambara, use ancestors in their fiction: "These 
ancestors are not just parents, they are sort of timeless people whose relationship to 
the characters are benevolent, instructive, and protective, and they provide a certain 
kind of wisdom" (330). Morrison "resummons" or "brings back" ancestors in her fiction 
as well and, in so doing, signals their importance to their communities' structure and 
survival. Morrison's depiction of the function of these ancestors vary, but what 
becomes most significant are their contributions to various characters' understandings 
of their pasts, present situations, and the possibilities available for them in their futures. 
The mysterious character, Beloved, is an ancestral figure. She is not only the 
grown up two-year-old daughter Sethe kills, but she also "stands for every African 
woman whose story will never be told" (Horvitz 157). The four separate sections in the 
novel, starting on page 200 and ending on page 217, point to the many faces or figures 
of the "beloved." Indeed, Beloved is timeless, and although she may not develop into a 
benevolent figure, she does pass on wisdom about the traumas of slavery and, in this 
way, she is instructive. This "inter-generational, inter-continental, female ghost-child 
teaches Sethe that memories and stories about her matrilineal ancestry are life-giving" 
(158). 
Stories and storytelling are "life-giving" elements in Beloved, and memory and 
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remembering have an equally important function in the novel. For some critics, such as 
Marilyn Sanders Mobley, Beloved contains all the characteristics of classic slave 
narratives. It provides historically based information about "parents, siblings, the cruelty 
of masters . .. barriers to literacy, slave auctions, attempts, failures and successes at 
escaping, name changes, and general reflections on the peculiar institution of slavery" 
(358). However, Morrison's spectacular tale "foregrounds the dialogic characteristics of 
memory along with its imaginative capacity to construct and reconstruct the significance 
of the past" (358). Far from a linear story which outlines events in chronological order, 
however, Beloved moves in and out of time and space. Such a strategy not only 
challenges "the Western notion of linear time that informs American history and the 
slave narratives," but it also "exposes the unsaid of the narratives, the psychic subtexts 
that lie within and beneath the historical facts" (358, 359). By placing the stories of 
many characters along side each other, by interjecting competing or differing versions 
of past events, and by leaving gaps or spaces within the narrative itself, Morrison not 
only encourages her readers to participate in the construction of the story and its 
meaning, but she compels us to do so. This is most evident in the sections on the 
"beloveds." In one section, Sethe is speaking, explaining her actions to the baby girl 
she killed (200-204). In another, the voice is Denver's, lamenting the loss of her sister 
and the appearance of Paul D (205-209). In another, more fragmented narrative, 
Beloved's story about her time in "the dark" goes beyond her own particular 
experience, and moves back in time to the horrific conditions on the slave ships. These 
different, and yet complementary narratives, allow us to explore how Morrison's 
"poetics operate through memory and history to create meaning" (Mobley 359). As in 
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oral stories, these written stories engage readers and encourage them to participate in 
the constructions and re-constructions of the past represented in the narratives. 5 
In her essay, "Reconstructing Kin: Family, History, and Narrative in Toni 
Morrison's Beloved," Dana Heller asserts that this novel is primarily "concerned with 
the need to rediscover or literally re-member the fractured stories of the past" (1 06). 
These stories have the potential to "preserve lost culture and restore familial and 
community bonds, which although severely weakened by generations of enslavement, 
still function reciprocally to construct identity'' (1 06). Sethe, the main character, is 
constantly reminded of her past, the traumas of slavery and its aftermath, but in order 
to carry on with life in the present she makes a concentrated effort to forget the stories 
that have the potential to help her in her healing process and in the ongoing 
construction of her identity. As the novel unfolds, Morrison suggests that even though 
Sethe is no longer enslaved physically, she lives in a kind of "psychic bondage" 
(Mobley 360). Once Sethe is re-introduced to figures from her past, first to Paul D, 
then to Beloved, and eventually to her estranged community members, the stories they 
share serve to strengthen the relationships they have with each other and to restore or 
reconstruct aspects of their culture. The act of re-membering through storytelling not 
only gives meaning to the characters' lives but, as Morrison suggests, it gives 
In 1998, the cinematic representation ofMorrison's Beloved was released in theatres all over 
North America. Oprah Winfrey, who worked closely on the film adaptation and starred as Sethe, 
has done much to promote the film, as well as Toni Morrison's fiction, on her daytime talk show 
Oprah. Winfrey's experiences during the ten years it took to produce the film, enabled her to 
unite her greatest passions: self-examination, entertainment, and black history (''Daring to Go 
There" 3). While some critics give scathing reviews, the film brings a much needed representation 
of how "slavery's shackles still chafe" to "an America that needs to remember its past" 
(''Bewitching Beloved" 4). 
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significance to those who have gone before and provides a sense of continuity. 
Beloved begins in 1873 and opens with a description of how life has been for 
Sethe, her daughter Denver, and her mother-in-law Baby Suggs who live in a house 
haunted by Sethe's dead baby. Although they are surrounded by other black 
community members on the outskirts of Cincinnati , Ohio, they live an isolated existence 
in a house that is "spiteful" (Beloved 3). It is as if this place has a personality all its 
own. Each inhabitant could only do "what the house permitted" (4). Although they 
understood "the source of its outrage," the women "waged a perfunctory battle against 
the outrageous behavior of that place" (4). Similar to the community members in the 
Bottom who learn to live with the inexplicable, this household of women tolerate the 
ghost and realize that her presence is a reminder of the past. As Baby Suggs explains, 
'"not a house in the country ain't packed to its rafters with some dead Negro's grief. We 
lucky this ghost is a baby"' (5). 
However, it is this dead baby, brought to life through the mysterious character 
Beloved, who initiates Sethe's journey through history. Beloved's incessant pleas to 
Sethe for stories about the past "amazed Sethe ... because every mention of her past 
life hurt. Everything in it was painful or lost" (58). Throughout her life, Sethe has 
avoided speaking about her history as "an act of 'disremembering', of consciously 
obliterating her painful past," in order to survive her present (Hudson-Weems & 
Samuels 99). While Baby Suggs was still alive, she and Sethe "had agreed without 
saying so" that the past was "unspeakable," and in response to Denver's inquiries 
about slavery, "Sethe gave short replies or rambling incomplete reveries" (Beloved 58). 
Sethe's unwillingness to recall her past in detail, either to others or herself, 
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points to how she has internalized her enslavement. Although she has physically 
escaped from the bonds of slavery, Sethe "never imagines her own future" 
(Demtrakopoulos 53). Sethe killed her baby, Beloved, to "save her from the future," a 
future of slavery, but "she raises Denver by 'keeping her from the past"' (Mobley 360). 
By not participating in her own history through memory and recall , Sethe remains alone 
and separate from the black community members around her and does not engage in 
the "process" of identity. 
Sethe and her household were not always separate from other community 
members. At one time, when Baby Suggs, holy, was still active in the community and 
preaching in the Clearing, the house on Bluestone Road was a busy one that was often 
filled with other freed slaves and their neighborly talk. Sethe remembers the "days of 
healing, ease and real-talk . . . knowing the names of forty, fifty other Negroes, their 
views, habits ... of feeling their fun and sorrow along with her own, which made it 
better'' (Beloved 95). Sethe's successful escape from the plantation named Sweet 
Home cultivated in Baby Suggs a sense of renewed hope for her son's homecoming. 
Following Sethe's physical recovery from her long journey out of Kentucky, Baby Suggs 
prepared a celebratory feast "that put Christmas to shame" (147). However, even 
though the community members "ate so well and laughed so much" the celebration and 
its "reckless generosity . .. made them angry'' (137). They perceived Baby Suggs' 
actions as extravagant for they felt she outdid herself and her behavior bordered on 
pride. The next day's events, the horrific acts in the shed, further distance the 
community members from the residents of 124 Bluestone Road, and cause Baby Suggs 
to spiral into a depression; she takes to her bed, and dreams of colors. 
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However, in the novel's present, Paul D, a former slave from Sweet Home, visits 
Sethe at 124, and their reunion signals the beginning of an ongoing healing process for 
both of them (Heller 1 07). They begin to recall their lives as slaves and, through 
storytelling, they discover their common connection to "a past that must be confronted 
and exorcised if each is to have a future" (1 07). Hard as it is for Sethe to hear of her 
husband Halle's demise, she listens to Paul D's rendition of the story. Even though the 
pictures of Halle "squatting by the churn smearing the butter as well as its clabber all 
over his face" (Beloved 72) begin to take shape in Sethe's mind, she realizes that her 
ability to listen to Paul D's stories about that last day at Sweet Home is important for 
both of them. Sethe's reunion with Beloved is also a connection with the past, and in 
Beloved's presence Sethe feels compelled to tell her own stories as a way to become 
closer to her daughter, and as a way to reclaim their mother/daughter relationship. By 
storytelling, Sethe gradually rediscovers her past experiences, and she attempts to 
make meaning from them while gaining an "unexpected pleasure" (Beloved 58). 
Sethe's childhood memories do not include a sense of belonging to either family 
or community. Born a slave, and raised a slave, Sethe's relationship with her own 
mother was nearly non-existent. In fact, she was nursed by another woman: "Nan was 
the one she knew best, who was around all day, who nursed babies, cooked, had one 
good arm and half of another'' (62) . Slave owners typically kept children from their 
biological mothers in an attempt to sever any relationships that would hinder production 
on the plantations, and as a way to enforce their power in ownership. Yet, Nan reveals 
that Sethe's mother, despite the separation from her daughter, viewed Sethe as 
special. Nan says, '"She threw them all away but you"' (62). 
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Sethe's only memory of her biological mother, however, is a painful one. She 
remembers the "mark" on her mother's rib. Her mother had said to her, "'I am the only 
one got this mark now. The rest dead. If something happens to me and you can't tell 
me by my face, you can know me by this mark'" (61 ). In an attempt to identify with her 
mother, her kin, her history, Sethe asks her mother, "'But how will you know me? . .. 
Mark me too .... Mark the mark on me too"' (61 ). In a confusing and violent expression 
of love and fear for her daughter, Sethe's unnamed mother slaps her across the face. 
Sethe, at her young age, does not know that the mark is a mark of slavery, of 
ownership and ruthless cruelty. 
As an adult, Sethe also becomes marked by slavery, and comes to understand 
her mother's response; but, in retelling the story, to both Denver and Beloved, and in 
remembering her mother's hanging (punishment for attempted escape), Sethe abruptly 
ends the story. She "was angry, but not certain at what" (62). Her anger is at her 
mother for betraying her: "If Sethe remembers her mother, she must also remember 
that she believes her mother deserted her'' (Horvitz 159). Her recollection of what she 
believes was a betrayal moves her emotionally, and she desires to be reunited with a 
mother figure: "A mighty wish for Baby Suggs broke over her like a surf' (Beloved 62). 
Sethe's memories of her mother, and her discovery of her own feelings of loss, are 
steps towards making meaning from, and understanding, her relationship with her own 
daughters, her mother-in-law, and the past. 
Beloved's entrance back into Sethe's life is timely. She arrives at a time when 
Sethe, reunited with Paul D, has been compelled to remember the cruelty she 
experienced at Sweet Home: a past that left its mark on her body. Sethe's mark, a 
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horrendous scar on her back in the shape of a chokecherry tree, is her brand of 
slavery. During a severe beating, one of Schoolteacher's nephews "opened up" 
Sethe's back "and when it closed it made a tree" (17). It is significant that Sethe's 
mark, a reminder of her traumatic past, is located on a part of her body which she 
cannot see: she has "never seen it and never will" (16). Paul D, shocked by the scar's 
grotesqueness, reflects that it is "nothing like any tree he knew because trees were 
inviting; things you could trust and be near'' (21 ). This tree, this scar, far from inviting 
or reassuring, "tells its own story . .. [it] holds the past frozen in time" (Heller 111 ). For 
years, Sethe has been unable to articulate her trauma as a slave into words or stories 
and, as a result, her body has become "the text upon which history has been written" 
( 111 ). 
However, it is also significant that Sethe believes that the scar, the tree, "grows 
there still" (Beloved 17). This identity marker points to Sethe's perception of her 
history; although unbearable and difficult to revisit, it is still ongoing. In addition, this 
scar symbolizes Sethe's family tree. She has been marked by slavery, but her marks 
also remind her of her familial ties to her biological mother, her surrogate mother Nan, 
her mother-in-law Baby Suggs, and her daughters. Although she is haunted by the 
past and by her dead baby Beloved, Sethe's "tree," which still grows on her back, 
symbolizes the fact that she is still a part of history. In other words, Sethe, in retelling 
the stories of her past, has agency; she takes an active stance in the interpretation of 
her history. 
Beloved's curiosity about her mother's past forces Sethe to reflect upon her 
status as a slave, and upon the brutal murder of her baby. Slavery, under the 
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seemingly benevolent Mr. and Mrs. Garner, was undoubtedly less physically damaging 
to Sethe than the treatment she received from Schoolteacher and his nephews; but Mr. 
Garner's slavery practices were equally wounding psychologically. At the age of 
fourteen, Sethe began working at Sweet Home, and Mrs. Garner "assumes the limited 
role of mother to Sethe" (Heller 112). However, Mrs. Garner's acts of kindness, the gift 
of earrings and motherly advice, for example, are part of a "self-interested exchange 
that joins slave-owner and slave together in a paradoxical alliance that is exploitative" 
(112). Mrs. Garner's actions may be genuine, yet they "reflect the policy of her 
husband, who envisions Sweet Home as a thriving happy family, and himself the noble 
patriarch" (113). Underlying this family atmosphere at Sweet Home is the fact that 
Sethe and the others "had no right to themselves, to one another or to their children" 
(1 09), and under Schoolteacher's command, this becomes painfully clear. In an 
attempt to prevent her own child from suffering the horrific treatment she was forced to 
bear, Sethe killed Beloved, and would have killed her other children and herself, given 
the chance: "My plan was to take us all to the other side where my own ma'am is" 
(Beloved 203). Traumatized by Schoolteacher and his nephew, Sethe, believing her 
children would be next, attempts to save her children "from the mark of slavery, to put 
them someplace where they'll be safe" (Heller 112). 
However, Beloved, who is freed from the grave, comes back to judge Sethe, and 
Denver, the surviving daughter, continues to feel more and more alienated from her 
mother and the surrounding community. Sethe's daughters, unable to comprehend 
their mother's actions, or her obscure past, must find ways to manage their own grief. 
Beloved attempts to identify herself through her mother by adoring her and feeding off 
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of her stories. But as Horvitz explains, Beloved's love and hunger for her estranged 
mother "turns into a wish to own Sethe, to possess her, to merge with her and be her'' 
(161 ). Beloved's possessiveness enslaves Sethe further, and this ghost-turned-flesh 
becomes "mean-spirited and exploits her mother's pain" (161 ). 
Beloved's re-entry into her mother's life is at first a pleasurable experience for 
Sethe since her dead daughter has returned with a child's neediness and love; her 
reappearance gives Sethe a chance to parent her "lost" child. However, Beloved's 
need begins to weigh on Sethe, and Sathe's guilt for killing her daughter revisits her 
and threatens to interrupt and alter her interpretation of the past. The threat of further 
enslavement by Schoolteacher prompted and justified Sathe's action, yet when faced 
with her daughter's incessant tormenting, Sethe begins to become enslaved, this time 
by guilt and emotional bondage. Denver, aware of Beloved's intent to possess and 
ultimately consume Sethe with the past, realizes that "something must be done, and it 
is through her agency that the community of women mobilize to exorcise Beloved" 
(Demetrakopoulos 56). 
The community Denver calls upon (a community that has alienated Sethe due to 
her brutal act and her intentional isolation after imprisonment) knows Sathe's history as 
an enslaved woman. They themselves have experienced slavery and its crippling 
effects and view Beloved's possession and possessiveness as forms of slavery or, as 
Ella puts it, as a "sin moving on in the house, unleashed and sassy" (Beloved 256). 
These women put aside their ill feelings towards Sethe, and come together to help her 
deal with her present enslavement: "Slave life; freed life - every day was a test and a 
trial" (256). But, at the same time, this community of women functions as a moralizing 
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force. Before Beloved's resurrection, Ella viewed Sethe's crime as "prideful , 
misdirected, and Sethe herself too complicated" (256). When Sethe was released from 
jail and "made no gesture toward anybody, and lived as though she were alone, Ella 
junked her and wouldn't give her the time of day'' (256). Beloved's treatment of Sethe 
reminds Ella of her own mistreatment: a past filled with atrocities she calls "'the lowest 
yet"' (256). Her memory of the sexual abuse perpetrated by both her father and her 
brother initiates action. She will not stand by while "evil" seeks to destroy Sethe even 
though she has ostracized Sethe from the community because of her aloofness: 
"Whatever Sethe had done, Ella didn't like the idea of past errors taking possession of 
the present" (256). When Ella senses trouble in the community due to Beloved's 
torment of Sethe and Denver's requests for help, Ella and the other women view 
Sethe's chastisement as sufficient, and the women of the community gather to reclaim 
their "deviant member'' (Harding & Martin 1 04). Whether or not this desire to "reclaim" 
Sethe as a community member is for her benefit, or out of the community's own sense 
of duty, their act of love and support for Sethe in her situation is an acknowledgment of 
the struggle that individuals and communities (like their own) continually face in the 
attempt to construct and/or reconstruct identity. 
Denver ventures out into the community for two reasons: to find work to support 
her mother, and to re-establish connections with the local community. She is aware 
that Sethe is gradually becoming consumed by Beloved (her past), and that 
connections to the community are vital , both economically and emotionally, in order to 
carry on into the future. Morrison suggests that Denver's emergence from 124 into the 
community signifies "the need to dismantle the boundaries that separate family from 
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community, private from public concerns" (Heller 1 06). Denver's actions initiate and 
bring about "the gradual merger of those inside and those outside the haunted house at 
124 Bluestone Road" (106). 
However, neither Denver nor Sethe have experienced life with a sense of 
community support. As Sethe says to Paul D, "'I wish I'd known more, but, like I say, 
there wasn't nobody to talk to. Woman, I mean'" (Beloved 160). Denver, too, sheltered 
and isolated from others in the haunted house on Bluestone Road, has not benefitted 
from a supportive network of friends or family. Her alienation does not deter her, 
however, and Ella, a leader in the community, acknowledges Denver's courage. She 
brings the other women from the community together in an effort to exorcise Beloved 
from 124. These women, through prayer, chanting, and singing, bring Sethe out of the 
house away from Beloved, thus helping to free Sethe from the past that was gradually 
consuming her. 
In the final scene, Paul D, in an attempt to comfort Sethe, reaffirms the 
significance of history and memory in the on-going construction of identity, yet he also 
speaks to Sethe of the importance of the future: "'[M]e and you, we got more yesterday 
than anybody. We need some kind of tomorrow'" (273). Sathe's memory and journey 
into the past, as painful as it is, has brought her to the present with a promise for the 
future. Sethe, no longer enslaved at Sweet Home, or by her dead daughter, realizes 
she is her "best thing" (273), and although Morrison writes, "this is not a story to pass 
on" (275), Sathe's story had to be told and retold in order to gain some understanding 
about enslavement so that freedom could be fully experienced. Sathe's storytelling 
process was essential to the reshaping of her life. 
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Morrison has us believe that Sethe has reconstructed her life and is on her way 
to resolution. But, while she has reclaimed her history through storytelling and 
remembering, she feels despondent and empty: '"I don't have no plans. No plans at 
all"' (Beloved 272). However, in Paul D's presence she realizes the power in "telling," 
and "sees it- the thing in him, the blessedness, that has made him the kind of man who 
can walk in a house and make the women cry .. . cry and tell him things" (272). Though 
Sethe is uncertain of how to live in the present after journeying through her past, we 
understand that her story had to be told, and "there is the feeling that perhaps Sethe 
can find some happiness with Paul D" (Horvitz 166) who, faced with his own past and 
all of its atrocities, "wants to put his own story next to hers" (Beloved 273). 
In Jazz and Beloved, Morrison signals the importance of history, memory, and 
storytelling. Both Violet and Sethe must reclaim their histories, their traumatic lives, in 
order to reconstruct their identities. Similar to Jadine, who understands that "she was 
the safety she longed for," and Violet, who must "make it" by loving the parts of herself 
which had been forgotten, Sethe must remember Paul D's loving words: ""You your 
best thing, Sethe. You are'" (273). Clearly, these women learn to "confront" or 
"critique" their pasts to achieve agency. They also learn that the past does not 
necessarily repeat itself. Furthermore, they both make valuable and necessary 
connections to their respective communities. Without a doubt, Morrison's novels 
suggest that in order for African-American communities to function and survive, their 
members must remember and understand their pasts. Son, on the other hand, 
romanticizes and memorializes his past communal life as a way to resist the 
mainstream culture with which Jadine identifies. However, his nostalgia becomes a 
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"straitjacket" and his limited memory no longer serves him. Destined to roam the island 
with the blind horsemen, Son has yet to "achieve a freedom that is more than license." 
CONCLUSION 
I want to penetrate the readerly subconsciousness so 
that the response is, on the one hand, an intellectual 
one to what I have problematized in the text, but at the 
same time very somatic, visceral, a physical response 
so that you really think you see it or you can smell it or 
you can hear it, without my overdoing it. Because it 
has to be yours. (Toni Morrison quoted in Moyers 274) 
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Toni Morrison's novels invite us, as readers, to participate in her narratives. As 
the latter quotation suggests, Morrison challenges us to respond to her fiction 
intellectually and viscerally, as well as politically. As I have pointed out, Morrison's 
varied representations of community in her novels speak to a diversity of African-
American experiences. Far from an essentialized, homogenous depiction of something 
called "the black community," Morrison's representations of community in her fiction 
point to how history, culture, and power have affected African-Americans in the United 
States. Although Morrison illustrates the struggles of many individuals and 
particularizes their experiences either with or without the support of their respective 
communities, she also provides historical contexts to their experiences. My study of 
her novels, with attention to particular moments in history such as slavery, the Harlem 
Renaissance, and the Civil Rights Movement, focuses on how and where these 
communities are constructed and how they are continually subject to change. In 
addition, I also point out how Morrison places great significance on the importance of 
remembering the stories of the past and, as her novels demonstrate, the process 
involved in the act of storytelling is a way to heal from traumatic experiences and to 
pass on valuable cultural information. 
As I have demonstrated, Morrison's communities imagine and construct their 
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communal identities by, and out of, social interactions with each other and with those 
"outside." The geographical and/or metaphorical boundaries her community members 
construct are put in place primarily out of a desire to resist further racial, economic, 
and/or social oppression. These boundaries serve as identity markers and, in some 
cases, they also serve to unite community members. However, the construction of 
boundaries within communities complicates notions of collectivity or camaraderie. For 
example, in The Bluest Eye, the internal boundaries within the black community of 
Lorain are based in consumerism, class, and physical beauty, and the powerful 
discourses of the white dominant culture influence and, in some cases, inform how 
these boundaries are manifested. InSula, the Bottom community is much more 
isolated from the dominant culture. However, the Bottom's geographical and 
metaphorical space on the top of a hill, separate from the all-white town of Medallion, is 
not fixed nor stable. As evident within the first chapter of the novel, this space was 
initially constructed out of a joke, served to keep its members economically and socially 
disadvantaged, and was finally transformed into an exclusive site of leisure, in the form 
of the Medallion City Golf Course. In this novel, the community's identity is also subject 
to transformation. Sula and Shadrack, the community's social pariahs, serve a 
particular function, for the people of the Bottom define themselves as a community in 
opposition to these marginal members. When Sula dies and Shadrack gives up 
leadership of National Suicide Day, the members of the Bottom realize their economic 
and racial oppression and, in an act of resistance, they collectively confront it. Without 
the threat of Sula's independence and Shadrack's "madness," the members of the 
Bottom come to realize the larger threat to their survival as a community, and they act 
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to alter their future. In Paradise, Morrison depicts a self-sufficient community that is 
even more isolated than the one up in the Bottom. However, she clearly illustrates the 
dangers of constructing a "paradise" based on exclusivity. In this novel, the members 
of Ruby have memorialized their history as a community, and in an effort to protect 
themselves from the dangers of what lies "out there," they construct religious and racial 
boundaries. Even though their "hard-won heaven" was designed to resist further racial 
oppression, their violent actions against the women of the Convent imitate the actions 
of their oppressors. 
The identities of Morrison's communities in these novels are directly related to 
the diverse spaces, places, and boundaries they construct. However, because the 
spaces, places, and boundaries are subject to the forces of history, culture, and power, 
Morrison's fictional communities are not static nor fixed in their identities but, rather, 
they are continually evolving and transforming. Clearly, communal identification is an 
on-going process, a process involving resistance, survival, and discovery. 
Memory and storytelling are also key processes involving resistance and 
discovery in Morrison's fiction, and they play an important part in the survival of her 
communities. In Jazz, Tar Baby, and Beloved most of the main characters are 
displaced, both geographically and culturally, and their struggles are largely a result of 
their disassociation from their pasts. In Jazz, Violet Trace experiences feelings of 
dislocation and disorientation. She befriends Dorcas, a Harlem community member, 
and the two of them remember stories from the past which help them in their present 
situations. In this story, the narrator points to the importance of re-connecting with the 
past, as traumatic as it may be, in order to make meaning from relationships and events 
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in the present. Set in New York during the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, this 
novel illustrates how Violet is able to achieve agency in her life by remembering her 
past strengths, affirming her racial and cultural identity, and by connecting with 
community members through storytelling. Similarly, in Tar Baby, Jadine Childs, 
disconnected from any sense of community and confused about her hybrid identity as a 
European, light-skinned, black fashion model, is confronted with her cultural heritage. 
However, her difficult and embittered relationship with Son Green, a man who has a 
romanticized view of his cultural roots and the community of his youth, causes her to 
view her identity as an on-going process. Unlike Son, who prefers to live his life in the 
safety and comfort of his memories of the unchanging and timeless community of Eloe, 
Jadine chooses to live in the present moment. She achieves agency through forms of 
resistance to European culture and to essentialized notions of cultural identity. In 
Beloved, Sethe is haunted by her dead daughter Beloved. Although no longer 
physically enslaved, Sethe is psychologically bound. In order to carry on in her present 
life, she has consciously avoided speaking about the painful past. However, as I point 
out, once she begins to re-visit the past, to remember and tell the stories of her survival 
to her daughters and to Paul D, she is able to be an active participant in the making of 
her own history. Furthermore, with Denver's initiative, she and her family are, once 
again, able to benefit from the support offered by the members of the surrounding black 
community. 
Morrison's novels inform us, as readers, about the on-going process involved in 
the construction of both individual and communal identities. Her stories illustrate the 
complex negotiations involved in such a process just as they continually point to the 
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significance of remembering history through storytelling. As I mentioned in Chapter 
Two, Morrison invites her readers to participate in the stories, to listen and respond, to 
re-position ourselves and our ways of thinking in order to better understand, and make 
meaning from, both historical and contemporary African-American communal struggles 
for survival. 
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